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thursday, october 10, 1974

More Offers To
UMR Grads
There is good news and bad news this
year from the office of L. R. Nuss,
director of placement at the University
of Missouri-Rolla.
The good news is for graduates entering the engineering job mark~t:
There are more and better jobs
available than there have been in
several years.
The bad news is for employers: There
aren't enough engineers to go around,
and there won't be in the foreseeable
future.
The situation at the Rolla campus,
which specialized in engineering and
science education, pretty well reflects
the national picture, Nuss says, except
that for Rolla graduates better than the
national average. The College
Placement Council, which annually
conducts national survey of offers to
beginning college graduates, reports
that the heavy national demand for
engineers dominated the upsurge in the
job market. Engineering accounted for
56 per cent of all jobs offered 1973-74
graduates. And engineering salaries
were six to nine per cent higher than the
previous year.
Rolla graduates did even better.
UMR's engineering graduates with B.S.

degrees received an average beginning
monthly salary of $1,026, compared
with the national average of $997. UMR
graduates in all engineering fields and
in mathematics and computer science
received higher salaries than the
national average. The increase in
demand and in salaries for engineering
and science graduates also carried
through to the M.S. and Ph.D. level
graduates, Nuss adds.
Because of the energy crisis, mining
and petroleum engineers were the most
sought-after in spring recruiting, the
UMR placement director notes.
Graduates in computer science and
chemical engineering followed closely.
And there was heavy demand for
minority engineering graduatesincluding women-in all fields.
The uPturll in the job market which
began in 1973 is continuing at an increasing pace, Nuss reports. Fall
recruiting schedules are up 35 per cent
from last year and many companies
are expanding recruitment into new
fields as well as seeking more employes. For the first time in about five
years, the largest airplane manufacturing companies are interviewing
engineers for work in the aeronautical
field, he points out.

Dr. Bisplinghoff meeting faculty and officials at the welcoming
celebration held in his honor last Sunday.
Photo by Collins
For the future, Nuss sees continued
high demand and increasing competition among employers for the
technological graduate. "Because of
the
decrease
in
engineering
enrollments during the early 19705, we
now find a decreasing supply at a time
when there is an urgently increasing
demand," he states. "I fully-expect that
engineering graduates for the next few
years will have as many jobs to choose
from as graduates in the peak employment years of the 60s. Even if

enrollments increase drastit:'1lly and
immediately-and the rise is expected
to be gradual-those students will not
enter the work force until at least 1979.
In the meantime, industry will fall
farther and farther behind in filling its
needs. At best it will take several years
for the supply of new engineers to fill
even the current needs of industry, and
predictions are for a continually increasing demand for engineers.
"I hope we can supply them," he
concludes.
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It's what Don McLean thinks that
matters. Although the thoughts You
hear expressed in the lyrics of his songs
are quite clear, there is still a part left
unsaid. Often it is here that the deeper
meaning lies.
"One of the rewards you get as an
artist is that feeling of community from
reaching an audience with your music
and words," says McLean. "It dawned
on me one day that a man is better
understood by his work than who he is.
His work is what he is."
Don McLean is a writer. He has
written dozens of songs and each one is
different, each one is entirely unique,
and yet possesses the quality of
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Don McLean will appear Saturday
night at 7 p.m. as part of the
Homecoming festivities .

sounding as if it has always been. He awareness - the first one objective,
Of his home, he says, " I like natural
touches on that special nerve that only then a subjective, explosive one, and things and I need the solitude of this
then introspective."
his songs can unlock in all of us.
valley to remind me that I'm still an
Don McLean's fourth United Artists individual. American life is so crowded
Regardless of whether he writes fold,
blues, rock or ballads, Don's songs album, "Playin' Favorites, " is a
and hectic that we tend to forget our
bring something new to that particular compilation of other people's songs that
individuality. "
Don likes to sing. It is just another step
musical form.
Individuality is one thing Don
Don McLean is a performer of for the singer-composer along the road McLean will never let his success take
distinct artistry, who evokes a mood of self-expression.
away from him. "Mter a while I'll
The introspective mood of his third make another album and people' will
through the delicate balance of lyric
and instrumental interpretation. He album had a lot to do with life for say, 'It isn't as good as your first
sings about the life we lead everyday, McLean in 1972 when he was thrown albums.' But I'll continue to go and do
and he has a compassion for what he into a "complete tailspin" by the what I want. I'll let the music take me
sees. He is as humorous as he is serious, ' success of his hit composition, where it wants to. It's never let me
and his honesty and spontaneous "American Pie." He still has no ex- down.
planation or definition for "American
comment are truly refreshing.
"If something makes you feel a
Pie" and seems to laugh with certain way," he says, "then there's no
He explains: " 'Tapestry' is an album satisfaction when reminded that many reason to analyze it to decide why. The
by someone primarily concerned with people lold him when "American Pie" problem is that people are never
external situations; 'American Pie' came off the charts, no one would come satisfied until they've destroyed
combines externals with internals, and and see him.
whatever magic they found in the first
"I wasn 't worried by all that," he place.
the resultant success made the third
one entirely introspective. That in turn, states. "If, in fact, it did happen, I
And I believe in magic ."
allowed me to see what I had done, figured I'd just go right on performing,
and
whatever
abilities
I
had
developed
evaluate it, and make a completely
Don McLean, recording artist and
detached statement, which is 'Playin' would communicate with at least a few song writer, will perform during
Favorites,' featuring some of my people so I'd be better off than before homecoming festivities Saturday, Oct.
. favorite songs out of my past which the hit single .
12. Sponsored by the Student Union
"As it happened, I was much better Board, he will present a concert at the
other writers contributed to my life.
"I'm really pleased with it ('Playin' off, because the audiences have been Multi-Purpose Building at 7 p.m.
Tickets are $1.50 each with valid.
Favorites') and with all the new getting bigger and bigger, which is
UMR student I.D. card (limit two
material that I'm writing now. I've certainly startling to me."
Performing has been Don's only job tickets per student) and $3.00 each for
already recorded half of my next
album, and my new writing has much ("except when I was a paper boy for a the general public. There is a limited
more sparkle, focus and clarity." The short time when I was twelve or thir· number of both student and general
teen") since he was . born in New admission tickets.
fifth album will be released in 1974.
Rochelle, New York. 28 years ago.
Advanced sales began Wednesday,
The performing occupation took him . Oct. 9, 10 :30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m . in the
"I think there is some kind of
relationship between hysteria and the through a route many others have foyer of the University Center and
artist," Don says. "I feel a certain followed: The school band ap- continue - same hours, same place urgency in the greatest works. What is pearances, the coffee house dates, the Thursday and Friday, Oct. 10-11. 'if
important to me is that I continue to slow crawl upward until one day, "after there are tickets left, they will be on
progress. My first three albums were spending thousands of nights working, sale at the Multi-Purpose Building the
night of the (.'Oncert.
almost a trilogy, in tile sense of my you're an overnight success,"
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calendar of events

bull board
DANCE AT ENGINE CLUB
.. On Friday, October 11, there will be a. dance at
Engine Club, 312 West 16th Street. The Qroup will be
"Madhatter," and will play from 9:00 p.m . until 1:00
a.m. All setups will be furnished, free of charge. The
general public is invited to attend; the admission fee
for non-members of Campus or Engine Club is only
$1.50. This will be a great way to start off Homecoming
party weekend.
POETRY READING
Michael Burns, contemporary poet, will give a
reading of his work tomorrow, October 11, 1974, at 7:30
p.m. in room GS Humanities and Social Sciences
Building. Coffee will be served at 7 p.m. The students
and faculty of UMR as well as the public are invited to
attend . The reading is jointly sponsored by the
Humanities Department and the English Club.
THETA TAU MUMS
.. Theta Tau mums for Homecoming will be sold at the
ga me for the price of $1.00.
ROLLAMOHERE
The 1974 Rollamo is here, and will be distributed
during the week of Oct. 14-18; from the hours of 9:302:30 daily, at the Rollamo Office, G·l Rolla Building.
TUTORSNEEDED
.. Rolla Junior High School 7th Grade Reading
Teachers are looking for volunteers for their Reading
Buddy Program which will begin the week of October
14.
.
.. This program is one in which the volunteer will work
on a one-to·one basis with a 7th grader reinforcing
reading and math skills, listen and give encouragement . The time involved is one hour one day a
week. Volunteers need to provide their own transportation.
SME Meeting
The Society of Mining Engineers will have a meeting
on Tuesday, Oct. 15, in Room 107 Mining Building . Dr.
Scott will speak on split sets. Refreshments will be
served after the meeting.

OCTOBER 14
Panhandle
Eastern
Pipeline Co
Firestone Tire and
Rubber
Missouri Department of
Natural Resources
General Electric Co.
Federal Highway Administration,
Depart.
ment of Transportation
U.S. Geological Survey
Whirlpool Corporation
Action, Peace Corps,
VISTA
Federal Aviation Ad·

ministration
U.S .
Civil
Commission

•
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Service

OCTOBER 15
Aladdin Indutries
Square D Company
Air
Products
and
Chemicals Co .
Armco Steel Corp .
E I Du Pont De Nemours
and Co .
Chevron Oil Co.
Firestone Tire and
Rubber Co.
OCTOBER 16
Motorola, Inc.
Boeing Co.
A E Sta ley Co.
Corps of Engineers,
Kansas City
Corps of Engineers, St.
Louis
Central Illinois Public
Service Co .
Fluor Pioneer Inc .
Trane Co.
Bureau of Reclamation

00

0

No

Auto Parts-A ccessories-Equipm ent
513 Hwy. 63 S.
Rolla, Mo.
364-5252
ELECTR ICAL ENGINEERS
Electrical Engineers in the Peace Cor ps are helping
developing countries in their urban and rural electrification
program s. Some of their responsibilities include:
planning-designing specs of eqUipment, wiring and layout
for transmission and distr i bution lines
supervising the 'i nstallation , repair and maintenance of
equipment, machinery and lines
recommending ways and means of improving ex isting
equipment and services
You a r e needed in 1975 - contact a Peace Corps representative.
UN ION and PLACEMENT OFFICE
MONDAY, TUESDAY , WEDNESDAY
OCTO BE R 21,22,23
(Seniors-grads - sign up for interview in Placement- NOW!)

:~ ~ The

Homecoming S. U}:
movie is WHEN COMEDY WAS
KING . This two time Academy
Award winner is comprised of
old silent comedy films starting
with Mac Sennett in 1914 and
finishing with the Silent
Screens' end (and climax) in
1929. Starring in this excellent
film, among many others, are
Charlie Chaplin, Laurel and
Hardy, and Ben Turpin .
Show times will be at 4 and
6:30 p.m., Sunday, October 13,
in Centennial Hall. U .M.R.
Student I.D. required.

OPEN 6:30
SHOWS 7:00-8:50
MAT. SAT.-SUN. 2:00

etc., I

throu

locat

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11
10 a.m. - Board of Directors Meeting, MSM-UMR
Alumni Association University Center
11 a.m.-6 p.m. - Registration, Angus Room, Manor
Inn
11 a.m.·l p.m. - Lunch, Class of '49, Oak Meadow
Country Club
11 a.m.-2 p.m . - Tee-off time for '49 Golf Tournament,
Oak Meadow Country Club
2 p.m.-4 p.m. - '49 Tennis Tournament, Oak Meadow
Country Club
2 p.m .·4 p.m. - '49 Bridge Tournament, Oak Meadow
Country Club
6:30 p.m. - Early Arrivals' Social Hour, Manor Inn
7: 15 p.m. - Early Arrivals' Dinner, Manor Inn
9 p.m.-l a.m . - . '49 Reunion Dance, Pak Meadow
Country Club
9 p.m.·l a.m. Homecoming Dance, University
Center
10 p.m . - Queen Coronation Ceremonies, University
Center-Centennia I Ha II
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12
10 a.m.-noon - Registration, Angus Room, Manor Inn
10 a.m.-noon - UMR Traveling Engineering Exhibit
- open to public - St. Pat's Ballroom, University
Center
noon - Reunion Luncheons, Manor Inn - Following
classes meet: 50 years and before, 1929, 1934, 1939,
1944, 1949, 1954, 1959, 1964 and 1969
noon - St . Louis Section Alumni Association - Open
House - Pub Mobile
2 p.m. Football, Miners vs. Cape Girardeau Indians,
New Jackling Field
6: 30 p.m. - Awards Banquet Social Hour, Manor Inn
7: 15 p.m. - Awards Banquet, MSM-UMR Alumni
Association, Manor Inn
9 p.m. Annual Meeting, MSM-UMR Alumni
Association, Manor Inn
7 p.m. - Student Union Board Concert, Don McLean,
Multi-Purpose Building

· · · ·oak· · · Au· · to· · ·SU· ·ii·ii·iy· · .
c
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Homecoming Events

interview sign-ups
OCTOBER 11
American
Metal
Climax, Inc.
Empire
District
Electric Co.
Goodyea r Ti re and
Rubber Co.
Natural Gas Pipeline
Co. of America
Nooter Corp.
Skelly Oil Co.
San Diego Gas and
Electric Co.

:l~l

Friday, Oct. 11 - Coronation Dance 9 p.m .. 1 a.m.
Centennial Hall, University Center Coronation 01
Queen at 10 p.m.
.. Saturday, Oct. 12-Concertby DON McLEAN 7 p.m.
Multi·Purpose Bldg. Tickets $1.50 per student with
valid I.D. All others·$3.00 Tickets on sale beginning
Wednesday, Oct. 9 in foyer of University Center from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
.. Sunday, Oct. 13-MOVIE-When Comedy Was King 4
and 6:30·Centennial Hall
· . Monday, Oct. 21 Chess Tourna ment starts
.. Friday, Oct. 25-Coffeehouse-8·10:30 p .m. Snack
Bar, Student Union
.. Friday and Saturday, Oct. 25 and 26-Missouri State
Collegiate Trap and Skeet Tournament
· . Sunday, Oct. 27-MOV I E-Where Does It Hurt? 4
and 6:30, Centennial Hall .
· . Monday, Oct. 28-Table Tennis Tournament
October 15 - Duplicate bridge, 7 p.m. each Tuesday,
University Center Snack Bar. Bring partner. Fee
charged.
October 11 - Early arrivals' social, 6:30 p.m., Manor
Inn .
.. Early arrivals' dinner, 7: 15 p.m., Manor Inn .
October 12 - Traveling engineering exhibit on display
in St. Pat's Ballroom of University Center, 10 a.m. to
12 noon. Campus tours.
.. Football, Sutheast Missuri State University, Cape
Girardeau, 2 p.m., Jackling Field. Pre-game
ceremonies, 1:40 p.m. Admission charged.

THEATRE GUILD
.. There wi II be a
meeting of the UME
Theatre
Guild
on
Thursday, October 10,
at 8:00 p.m. in room 216217 Old Student Union.

FREE RETAIL CATALOG
Pipes, water pipes , bongs,
cigarette
papers ,
rolling
machines , superstones, underground
comix,
etc:
Gabriella's Goodies, Box 434,
Hollywood, Ca. 90028.
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Dining Room-Orders to Go-Open -Daily 11 a.m.
Hwy. 6.3 S.-Rolla, MO.-364-1971-Closed Monday
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CIVIL ENGINEERS
75 per cent of all engineers serving in the Peace Corps ar.e Civil
Engineers and they are serving in 23 countries in Africa, Asia,
Latin America, the Near East and the Pacific. As a Peace
Corps Volunteer , you would most likely become involved in the
planning, design and construction of one or more of the
following :
small earth dams, spillways, reservoirs , small bridges and
access roads
waterworkS, aqueducts, irrigation systems, drainage
systems . sewa ge and disposal plants, filtration plants
You are needed in 1975 - contact a Peace Corps representative.
UN ION and PLACEMENT OFFICE
MONDAY. TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY
OCTO BE R 21,22, 23
(Seniors-grads -

sign up for interview in Placement -

NOW!)
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Student Council
Offers Recognition

Theta Tau
Anno uncem ents

The Sudent Council offers a foyer.
Two
complai
recognition service available to currentl y being investig nts
ated
Officers for the fall semester
all students. It consists of ar- are the Univers ity's
check
have been announced by the
ticles written about your ac- cashing policy and
student
Univers ity of Missour i-Rolla
complishments. These include hours at the multi-pu
chapter of Theta Tau, national
rpose
making Dean's list at UMR, building.
profess ional enginee ring
being elected an officer in an
Four UMR students are
fra terni tv.
organization, etc., will be sent currentl y working on the
They are : Presiden t, Gerald
to your hometown newspapers. Curator Selection commission.
Mey r of Jackson ;
vice
This is not a service offered just This commission is made up of
presiden t, Gerald Dombeck of
to give Joe Miner publicity but students from the four
6048 Oleatha , St. Louis ;
to spread publicity about the Univers ity campuse s. Their
treasurer , James E . DeVous of
school. Any individu al or task is to find and recommend
4967 Delor, St. Louis; secretary ,
organization interested should to Governo r Bond possible
Brad Scott of 304 N.
The chemica I enginee ring departm ent recently
get in touch with their Council appointees to fill the three
Hillsborough , Arcadia , Fla . ;
received a $1000 contribu tion from the Mobil Oil
rep or Ron Rembold, chairman vacant seats on the Board of
corresponding secretary , Rick
Foundat ion. Shown in the picture, from left to right,
of Recognition and Recruiting. Curator s. These appointe es
Dolan of 4520 Haverleigh Ter.,
are Dr. H.H. Grice, Hank Birk, Mr. Halmich of Mobil,
Any person interest ed in must come from the third,
St. Louis; pledge master ,
Mr. Perry, Jan Johanin gmeyer , Pat Blanken ship, and
working on the Student Council fourth , seventh, or eighth
. Michael McCarthey III, 1552
Dr. Strunk.
can still pick up forms for congressional districts with
Chesley, Dellwoo d ; inner
no
unaffiliated reps in the Council more than one from each
guard, Joseph B. Adrian of 1700
office. Any student having a district. At present there are
Ewing Drive, Jefferson City;
no
suggesti on, gripe, question , UMR graduate s serving on
outer guard, Rickie Petree of '
the
etc., about UMR can channel it Board. Indications are that
1982 Centurion, Fenton.
Mr. M. E. Perry, manager of Foundati
a
Theta Tau sponsors - many
on. This fund
through the Bitch Box. It is well qualified UMR alumnus Employe
Relations, and Mr. used for the support has been service projects
located in the University Center will be given close con- Ron Halmich
on the UMR
of graduate
Process Chemical and undergra duate
research campus, including the Ugly
sideration . The Student Council Enginee r, with Mobil Oil
Man contest in which funds are
encourages all students and Corpora tion, Joliet, Illinois and instruction.
collected for underprivileged
faculty to submi t through the Refinery presente d a $1000
During
commission members names of contribution from the Mobil Oil campus their visit to the UMR children. Members are selected
Mr. Halmich, UMR Ch. on the basis of scholarship and
those who will make good Foundat ion to Dr. Mailand
candida tes. The four UMR .Strunk for unrestric ted use of E. 1970, spoke to the student sefh~1~' Tau is pleased to ancommiss ion member s are the UMR Chemical Engineering chapter, AIChE about the Joliet nounce their '1974 pledges. Dave
Marty Reynolds, Terry Mic- Departm ent. This is the fourth Refinery operatio ns . This Schepers, Stan Lafollette, Craig
The Thomas Jefferso n nhimer, Mark Beckner,
and annual $1000 contribu tion refinery, the most recently Hafner, DelUlis Woodruff, Stu
Residence Hall has been sold Paul Williams.
received from the Mobil Oil designed and construc ted Dunlop, Gregg' "Whimp "
and will be converted into a
refinery to go on stream, is now Carlson, Jim Waechter, Steve
boarding home for the elderly,
processing over 200,000 barrels Sullentr op , Gary "Speed"
Rolla realtor Gene Sally conof U.S. and Canadian crude oil Midkiff, Winnett e "Winny "
firmed today.
per day into gasoline, heating Mason, Ron Simon, Leonard
The seven-story building on
fuel , jet fuel and other products Lutz ,Craig Ortwert h, Mide
Highway 63 north has been
for an eight state area. The "Animal " Jerom , Mike Kirn,
vacant for over 'a year. It was
Univers ity of Missour i- preside at the football contest refinery employe s have an Neil
Franken berg ,
Ron
originally used as a dormitory Rolla's homecoming queen
will between the Miners and average age of 27 years in the " Chink" Craven, Rudy " Road
for UMR students and was in be announced at coronatio
Southea
st
"blue
Missour
collar"
i State
area and 31 years Apple" Fischer, Bob
n
operation for five years before ceremonies during the annual University's Indians. She will overall for the refinery, all non- " Smiley " O' Reilly,Born, John
Randal
it closed.
also
be
honored guest at the union. Mobil is actively Graves, Dave Wisch, William
homecom ing dance Friday,
The sale of the building was Oct. 11, 9 p.m., at UMR's Student Union Board sponsored recruiting chemical engineers W
thi
'
d'
agener.
handled by Herman Thomas of · University Center. She will
s year s gra uatmg Theta Tau's 1974 Freshma n of
be concert Saturda y evening amoung
Sally Real Estate. The building one of 23 candidates.
featUring Don McLean.
seniors at UMR.
the year is Larry Shipers.
has been sold to Charles Evans,
These girls have been
Rolla, and Alvah Breighweiser, nominat ed by UMR fraterWood River, m.
nities, sororities, eating clubs,
The purchase price was not dormito ries
and
other
disclosed .
organizations. They will be
Homecoming celebrations at Orleans
." This theme was Saints Go Marchin
g In."
Sally said that the building judged in campus interviews the University of Missouri-Rolla chosen in recognition of
the
will be in operation within 30 the morning of Oct. 11 by football games Saturday , Oct. band's invitation to perform According to band director
David Oakley, "We hope a
days. The new owners may members of the Student Union' 12, will feature two per- during the New Orleans'M
ardi Significant number of alumni
later convert the building to Board , the organiza tion in formances by the Miner Band. Gras celebrations next
spring.
join us and that we may make
Selections offered during the
meet state nursing home charge of ' homecom ing acThe Miner Band will perform such participation
a traditional
tivities.
pre-ga me ceremo nies a drill routine
requirements, he said.
for fans while activity in future years .
Dignitaries taking part in the (beginning at 1:40 p.m.) include playing a
The building was operated as '
rock arrangem ent of
Opening
the
halftime
a student dormito ry by coronation ceremonies include " I Got Rhythm ," "I Believe In "St. James Infirmar y Blues."
ceremon ies
will
be
a
University Dormitories, Inc., Dr. Raymond L. Bisplinghoff, Music " and "This Train." Other music includes the
"St. recognition of the homecoming
but failed because of declining chancellor, who will present the These will be followed by the Louis Blues March."
queen
and her attendan ts. The
For the first time, MSM-UMR close will feature a
enrollm ent at UMR. The royal bouquet to the queen and usual rendition of the national
welcome
building could house a Robert M. Brackbill, incoming anthem and cadets from both alumni have been invited to join visitors and fans from to
a
maximum of 555 students, but president of the MSM-UMR U.S . Army and Air Force ROTC the Miner Band in the represen tative of the
MSMnever had more than 470 tenants Alumni Association, who will units will conduct the flag program 's finale - " When the . UMR Alumni Association.
and had only 229 when it closed. place the crown on the queen 's raising ritual.
Theme of the ha lftime
Accordin g to Sally, the head.
The new queen and her court program during the contest
building was offered to UMR,
but the university declined to will reign over further betwe en the Mi ner s a nd
hom ecoming ac ti vities on Southeas t Missour i State is
buy it.
Saturda y, Oct. 12. She will "Way Down Yonder In New

Stru nk receives mobile gran t

T.J.

Sold

queen cro wne d
friday nig ht

fine haN tim e sho w in sto re

the missouri mi ne r

jazz

folk

A concert, spiritua lity in
music, a moving blend of jazz
and folk -rock capturin g the
meaning of living a free life in
contemporary America will be
\ held Saturday , October 12, 10:30
p.m. to midnight at the Cellar
Door. Father Brendan Doyle
and Matthew Fox collaborate in
a solid, thought- provokin g
performance.
Matthew
Fox,
33,
a
Dominican priest and author of
two books ("On Becoming a
Musical, Mystical Bear" and
"Religion, U.S.A."; holds a
doctorate in theology from the
Institute Catholique in Paris,

roc k con cer t
France. He has taught in
universities in several major
cities in this country and in
Europe, but he says that he
would rather commun icate
through music and poetry than
by lecturing in the classroom .
"We started doing the tour in
1971 ," says Fox. "We have done
this concert in about 35 colleges,
universities, and parishes, and
we've also performed in Paris. "
Their music is '.'messag e
music" with the message being
simply to " enjoy life and share
it with others." Doyle, who
composes the musical score for
the songs, is an accomplished

pianist and excellent vocalist.
He conveys the thoughts of Fox
with his voice-so metime s
strong, sometimes gentle and
soothing.
The Cellar Door is sponsored
by the campus ministrie s of the
Catholic, Episcopal, Methodist
and Presbyte rian. It is located
at the Parish House of Christ
Church Episcopal at Tenth and
Main Streets.
Fox-Doyle will also present
some of their music as part of
the Sunday Espisco palian
worship at 9:00 a.m. and the
Catholic Eucharis t Celebration
at 10: 30 at st. Pat's Hall.

Th e MISSOUR I MINER is the official pub lication of the
students of
th e Univ ersity of Rolla . It is published at Rolla , Missouri,
every
wee k during t he school year . Enter~d as second class
matter
February 8,1945, at the Post Office at Rolla , Mo., under
the Act 'of
March 3, 1879. The subscriptio ns are 52.00 per semester.
This
MISSOUR I MINER featUres activities of the students
and facultY 'of
UMR.
Miner Office (341·4235)
Dan Shelledy (364 ·9885)
Marvin Borgmeye r (364·8936)
Gerry Schmitz (364·3856)
Dennis Rackers (364·9885)
Richard Markey (364 ·9769 )
Bob Born (364·9792)
Mick Gilliam (364·9783)
Steve Chilton (341 ·4985)
Dr . Curt Adams
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16 Alumni Honored

Gary Erler, happy but 41/2 pounds heavier, receives
his trophy for winning the pie eating contest.

Pie Eating Contest Results
The usual weekend rain in
Rolla let up long enough on
Parent's Day for a successful
showdown between eight
organizations in the first annual
Pie Eating Contest sponsored
by Kappa Kappa Psi and Tau
Beta Sigma , the two band
honoraries, who were trying to
raise money for a future concert
tour. The contest was held in
front of Tech Club to the delight
of a large crowd of Miners and
their parents with each contestant, including a coed from
.W.R.H.A . (House 2, First

Floor ), trying to eat three pies
faster than anyone else. Gary
Erler won the huge loving cup
trophy for Tech Club as he
downed the 41h pounds of pie in 1
min. 45 sec., while Jim Brink
from Delta Sigma Phi finished
right behind in under two
minutes.
Next year the contest will be
held on Homecoming so that
many of the fraternities who
had things planned for the
parents will be able to participate .

IK Holds Workday
The University of MissouriRolla chapter of Intercollegiate
Knights will hold their fall
workday on Saturday, October
19. Members and pledges will be
available to work at ood jobs for
whatever pay you consider the
service is worth. The Knights
will also offer free service to
community non-profit
organizations
who
need
workers.
IK is a honorary service
fraternity for UMR students. In
the past, IK has run the concession stand at home football
EARN UPTOS1200
A school vear hanging poslers
on campus in spare time. Send
name, address, phone and
school 10: Coordinalor of
Campus Represenlalives, P. O.
Box 138A, Ann Arbor , MI 48106.

games, helped with the UMR
speech ~estival, and worked
with boys from Boys Town.
The money obtained from this
work day will be used to help
support these and similar
service projects. If you are in
need of a helping hand on
Saturday, October 19, call Dave
Muenks of 364-9792 or Dave
Denner at 364-9818.

The UMR-MSM Alumni
Association will honor 16 individuals at its annual awards
banquet, held as part of the
University of Missouri-Rolla
homecoming
activities
Saturday evening, October 12.
Honorees are selected for the
awards by an anonymous
committee of alumni and will
receive plaques in token of his
recognition.
The
association's
achievements
award
is
presented for outstanding
service in areas of business,
academic accomplishments or
achievement or recognition of
civic activities. Those receiving
this award are: Robert L.
"Bob" Ehrlich, '43, Wycoff, N.
J., vice president, ColgatePalmolive; Thomas A. Holmes,

ratchford granted partial
leave of absence
In
August ,
University
President C. Brice Ratchford
asked for and was granted by
the Board of Curators a partial
leave of absence for the months
of November and December.
President Ratchford requested
. this considera tion in lieu of a
salary increase for the 1974-75
academic year. He will continue
to be involved in relations with
th e state government and
plans to attend monthly
meetings of the Board of
Curators.
Day to day administrative
duties will be undertaken by Dr.
A. G. Unklesbay, vice president
for administration, -who will

MINERS

serve as acting president for the
two months . Dr . Ratchford
hopes to be able to complete
some extension projects left
unfinished when he assumed the
duties of acting president of the
University. The additional two
months will bring his federal
employment service to a total of
30 years. This will affect some
survivor insurance benefits due
under this program.

of geology and geological
engineering at UMR; Charles
Freeman, '28, Hillsborough,
Calif. West manager (Ret.) for
Harbison- Walker; Walter
Lottman, '19, St. Louis (Ret.)
Monsanto; James R. Paul, '43,
Houston, Texas, technical sales
specialist, Dow Chemical;
William Schweickhjardt, '28, St.
Louis (Ret. ) Wlash Refractories.
Merit Awards are given to
non-alumni for service to the
university or association or to
faculty members for outstanding accomplishments in
teaching,
research
or
recognition by professional
organizations, or for outstanding service to the
university
or
alumni
association. Those receiving
Merit Awards are : Dr. Nolan
Aughenbaugh, Rolla, chairman,
department
of
mining,
petroleum and geological
engineering, UMR; Morris
Fine , Rolla , director of
research, U. S. Bureau of Mines
Research Center; Dr. Virgil J .
Flanigan, '60, Rolla, associate
professor
of mechanical
engineering, UMR ; Dr . David
Summers , Rolla, associate
professor of mining engineering
and senior investigator, UMR
Rock
Machanics
and
Explosives Research Center;
Dr. Dudley Thompson, Rolla,
dean of faculties and professor
of chemical engineering, UMR.

Mechanical Engineers in the Peace Corps are serving in 16
countries in some of the following activities:
Work with rural development agency to standardize national
electrification
install closed, small-bore wells in villages where no safe
drinking water exists
work with small bUSinesses to develop cost benefit analyses,
designing plant layout and machinery
help with the administration of power plants or other industries; train engineers and crews
You are needed in 1975 - contact a Peace Corps representative.
UNION and PLACEMENT OFFICE
MONDAY , TUESDAY,WEDNESDAY
OCTOBER 21 , 22, 23

I
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RUSTIC MOTEL
26 UN ITS
Highwav 63 - South Edge'of CilV
Clean· Quiel - Reasonable Rales
364·6943
Rolla, Missouri

Dick & Margaret Hawkinson
New Owners

r--------------M~E~C~H~A7N~I~C7A~L~E~N~G~I7.N~E~~~R~S~-------------,

(Seniors -grads - sign up for interview in Placement- NOW!)

(and their friends)

'50, Bedminister , N. J.,
president, Ingersoll-Rand;
Anthony Homyk, '42, Rolla,
district engineer,
Water
Resources Division, U. S.
Geological Survey; John H.
Lyons, '42, Potomac, Md .,
general president, International
Association of Bridge, Structural and Ornamental Iron
Workers ; James M. McKelvey,
'45, St. Louis, dean of
engineering, Washington
University; Carl Rampacek,
Washington, D. C., assistant
director-metallurgy, U. S.
Bureau of Mines.
Service awards are given to
alumni for outstanding contributions to the University or
the Alumni Association. This
year's awardees in the service
area
are:
Thomas
R.
Beveridge, '42, Rolla, professor

ere
an
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Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
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of 5500 top ics. Enclose
51 .00 t o cover postage (1-2
days d elivery tim e).
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fe a tu re s
ine qu ali tie s
Living ...
Is less than
Nothing ...
When everything burdens yo ur soul
Nothing ...
Is grea ter than
Living ...
}Vhenever you have a goal
Pain ...
Is similar to
Joy ...
Treated equal by those who love,life
Joy ...
Is opposite to
Pain ...
You have both when you take a wife

By Daniel Wayne Schupp
Submitted by
Someone who understands what he's saying.

DIEHL MONTGOMERY
FORD SALES

Rolla, MiSsouri

(The Originator of the Student Finance
Plan in this Area)
This plan allows the students upon approve d
credits and job, to buy a new car with nothing down
and paymen ts of $25.00 per m'onth until you are on
the job. This plan is not new, Diehl Montgo mery
Ford has sold over 750 new cars and trucks to
graduat ing students this way. See us for all the
details. Also you can use your own insuranc e or
ours.

"This is a special discoun t program for students .
We will be glad to quote you price on any Ford or
Mercury product ."

a

Join the Sea rch
for Tom orro w's Ene rgy

xz szs zsz szs zsz s
Electrical-Mechanical-Radioactive

MEASUREMENTS
POI NT THE WA Y

~lt.l

our ma n hop pe

Cr im e Do es n't Pa y
President Ford has declared
an all-Qut war on crime, better
known as "War on Crime
XXVIII" - former Presiden ts
having lost the previous 27.
This time, however , the
President will crack down on
" professional criminals," he
says. He will make professional
crime " hazardous and costly,"
he says. And he will take these
professional criminals "out of
circulation," he says.
Needless to say, Mr. Ford's
declaration of what was caused
professional criminals across
the land to tremble in their
Guccis. Typical, perhaps, has
been the reaction of nefarious
Little Caesar Salade Mob.

couple of Mt. Holyoke girls into
our white slave ring.
Artie (Chokes) Vinaigrette
(fingering his garrote): I'll nail
hom on the rolley~oaster (cq)
at Coney Island, Chief.
Little Caesar: Not so fast,
Chokes . The Presien t is
cracking down on us pros . And
he means business .

Shrimp Foo Yung (the tiny
cat burglar) : What about
Lieutenant Calley, Chief? He
was a pro and it looks like he
might get off.
Little Caesar: A pro? What
pro would shoot up the wrong
gang? Besides, he and Nixon
both had a lotta pre-tria l
publicity going form them on
account of they thought big.
Now, here 's my plan.

Scene: The mob's secret
hideway in the cobwebby (cq)
Chateau Neuf du Pape. Little
Caesar is mapping strategy
Bananas Fritter : How do you
with his confederates.
know , Chief?
Little Caesar (waving a
Little Caesar : He
cigar): Okay, youse guys. We Nixon, didn 't he? And sprung
only on
got two jobs to pull. One, we account of Nixon proved
that,
gotta knock off tha t scared little when it comes to
stealing
Creole squeale r, Chicken elections , he was a real
rank
Gumbo. Two, we gotta entice a amateur.
An alternativ e worth considerin g ...

ACTION Peace Corps-VIS TA

(Internatio nal and Domestic Programs )

UNION and PLACEME NT OFFICE
MONDAY ,TUESDA Y,WEDNE SDAY
OCTOBER 21, 22,23
(Seniors-g rads -

sign up for interview in Placemen t)

STEAK-N-BURGER
CORRAL
ROLLA'S LOW COST STEAK HOUSE
U.S. CHOICE STEAK and BURGERS
GROUND AND CUT FRESH DAILY
212 Hwy. 63 S.

364-6979

Fren ch Stu dio
& Cam era Sho p
Colo r Phot ofinis hing

Crunchy Granola (after the
plan is outlined ): Jeez, Chief,
you sure think big. That's a
great plan.

Little Caesar (confidently):
Okay , youse guys, get out there
and bungle it!
(It is 24 hours later. The mob
is sitting around, chuckling, as
the door bursts open. That
nemesis of crime, Elliott
(Water ) Cress, faces them,
Tommy gun in hand,)
Cress: The jig is up, you
friends . You are charged with
blowing up Coney Island and
kidnaping the entire graduati ng
class of Mt. Holyoke prior to
final examinations.

Little Caesar (unconcerned):
How do you know, copper?
Cress
(triump hantly) :
Because you thoughtlessly left
behind notarized confessions
bearing the address of your
hideout here with the notation
YOlj would be at home between 5
and 7 p.m.

Little Caesar (shurggi ng): I
guess that shows what
amateur s we are.
Peaches Cling (the mob 's
moll ): I may even enter the
Olympics.
Cress (nonplu ssed): You
won't get off that easy, Little
Caesar . You better call your
lawyer.

Little Caesar: Who needs a
lawyer? Meet my classy new
press agent, here Phillie
Mignon.
Mignon: These are the two
biggest crimes since Watergate
and My Lai, Cress. You run my
clients in and you'll have more
pre-trial publicity than you'can
shake an injunctioll at.

';l=€1l!1itlJ:1
CANADA ' S LARGEST SERVICE

$2.75 per page
.
Send now for latest catalog. En·

close $2.00 to cover return post·
age.

ESSAY SERVICE S
57 Spadina Ave., Suite #208

Toronto , Ontario. canada

(416) 366·6549
Our research service is sold
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FORD LINCOLN AND MERCU RY

This a 1I0ws the graduat ing students to have a new
car before he graduat es when he really needs it.
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for research assistance only.
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1 Day Servi ce
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ediletters
nations ' wars for them, designs best armies in NATO and which
coups and supports wars in holds the doors to Russia's only
foreign countries . I am forced to outlet to the Mediterranean.
It is my turn to ask now. With
think that United States
For the past two weeks people Government doesn 't like wars Turkey standing to gain
who know that I'm from Turkey only when they aren't under everything and lose nothing,
keep asking me what I think of U.S. Government 's direct and U.S. standing to lose her
superiority (which she is scared
the U.S. military aid cut to supervision .
For years Turkey was like a to death of losing ) in the
Turkey. Although the opinion I
give below is of my onw, I lion chained down and being Mediterranean, what do you,
believe most of the Turks feel poked by a stick . The chains the An. crican people, think of
were American made and the the military aid cut?
the same way.
When some U.S. senators, stick was held bv the Greeks .
So it seems that Turkey, at ONDER KEFOGLU
with Missouri senator Eagleton
leading them, decided to cut last, is breaking loose of her Vice Pres. Turkish Student
military aid to Turkey the chains. But there are still some Assoc.
reason they fave was "Turkey's more chains unbroken. One of
illegal occupation of Cyprus". them , United States is trying to
Certain other senators went break herself. Namely the
Last week 's article about the
ahead and made statements dependence of Turkish Armed high cost of parking on campus
against "making wars and Forces on U.S. aid. The second as explail.ed by the Traffic
changing boundaries by wars." and last one , which indirectly Safety (TS ) committee leads to
I think those sen a tors need to brings Turkey under U.S. in- a few reflections:
1) If the TS committee veans
r efresh their history courses for fluance, is NATO.
As you may know , there are that we've got to be taxed up to
they fail to recognize certain
facts:
1)
Violation
of certain other nations which will $25 a year for the cost of
agreements has always been a gladly offer military and maintaining our few dozen
very good and popular cause for economic aid to Turkey. These square feet of parking space,
making war and it usually does aids might come with the same then the City of Rolla is being
result in a war. 2) Wars do "chains", but Turkey cannot robbed. On a comparable bases,
change the boundaries. Wars lose what she already doesn 't our street taxes (not for parking
that didn't result in boundary have by making the switch . lot space, but streets actually
changes are very few and ex- United States, on the other had , used cars and buses and
ceptions to the rule. 3) Aurich stands to lose a NATO partner.
and London agreements (1960) A partner which has one of the
CONTINUED PAGE 7
give Turkey every legal right to
intervene , and Turkey has
every legal or illegal right to
occupy the island until the
safety of the Turkish community is established.
Featuring
Again , those U.S. senators
who voted for the cut feel that
since Turkey is using American
made weapons, military aid to
Open Daily 4 p.m .. 2 a.m.
Turkey should stop to restore
the peace. It is very odd they
feel that way since they kno.w
that for the past 10 years Greece
ha d been smuggling American
For Take Outs And Free Delivery
made weapons to Cyprus, and
Greek Cypriots today have an
(Inside City Limits)
arsenal full of American aid to
Greece!
I can not believe the goal fo
these senators is peace, since
they are the senators of the very
122 W. 8th Street Rolla, Mo.
same nation which fights other
MILITARY
ANYONE '!

By PHIL KRENSHAW

We feel the readers of this cohunn deserve an apology.
Yes, an apology. Last time we promised you unwarranted
attacks, vicious slander, and other fun things; but you
didn 't get any. It's not that they weren't written, it's just
that all the good parts were edited (or butchered,
depending on your point of view ). If you would like to read
a column with a little sting to it, please write the editor
and tell him. If he gets enough letters, notes, or phone
calls, we might even get to reprint the full parody of " The
Minerity Report. ...
Now down to business.
As you all know, this weekend is Homecoming, and
there will be a Homecoming Queen. Various organizations
are allowed to nominate candidates for the election, and
we of the BOMBAST staff feel we have a worthy candidate. We are proud to nominate Virginia Pine.
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ALEX PIZZA PALACE
17 Steaming Varieties

7 Days A Week

Dial 364·2669

"VffiCINIA PINE"

Virginia is presently incarnated a s a tree. A local girl
with her r oo ts right here in Rolla, Virginia is, naturally, a
philosophy ma jor . Her father is a chairman of the board,
and her brother, Douglas Fir, was a student here until he
was incarna ted as a shillelagh last spring .
A well developed girl with lovely limbs, Virginia is 35'6"
tall a nd weighs 10.8 tons. Her measurements a r e: 38-22-3547-16-192
86
4
53. Needless tosay, she's very popular with the guys.
She likes to swim very much. In the summer she's a
regular beechnut. Virginia has considerable musical
talents and she plays the xylem-problem very well. A
devout dicotyledon, Virginia is very active in church
activities.
After graduation she hopes to become the branch
manager of a local retail store. Virginia is pictured here
because she is not a dogwood.
Since no one on our staff has ever seen or heard the
Miner's Marching Band, we were interested in finding out
about it. We went to people in the various departments
and asked them if they could tell us anything about the
band. Here are some of the comments we got:
CIVIL ENGINEERING: It's unsound.
MATHEMATICS: I find it impossible to determine the
function of tha t organiza tion.
MECHANICL ENGINEERING: Sheer stress.
PHILOSOPHY : I do not know that a marching band
exists.
MUSIC : I do not know that a marching band exists.
ENGLISH : Not enough cymbalism.
PHYSICS: Definitely out of phase.
CHEMISTRY: I believe it's a 68 pH marching band.
HISTORY: Four scores and seven measures ago, we
brought forth upo n this fi eld a formation '"
ELECTRICAL E NGIN EERING: It's a semi-conductor
device.
FOREIGN LANGUAGE : No speakee English.

The Miller PONY 8·PACK. : A
Great Little Idea

t
Each Miller Pony is one great gloss of beer. Seven ounces
of the fresh, clear taste Miller High Life is famous for.
Seven ounces. Not too much. Not too little. Ju st ri gh t.
when all yo ~ wont is on e grea t glo ss of beer.

d
in

Grellner Sales
&Service, Inc.
RR4 Rollo, Mo.
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eyeb all to .eyeb all

cha nce llor spe aks to new s me dia

Ins truc tor Dis cov ers
Lib Mo vem ent

Student

i icle

about the

lng on campus

.the Traffic
Ittee leads to

Drnittee veans
be taxed up to
the cost of
r few dozen
king space,
Rolla is being
parable bases,
not for parking
:r\eets actually
buses and
PAGE 7

Suspicio ns of a fastdevelopi ng Women 's Lib
movement on the Miner campus
are confirm ed. The Men's
locker room in the multipurpose building was quietly
invaded by an individu al
described as an adult female ,
studious and intent
in
demeanor. Air Force ROTC
instruct or Lt. Col. James
Clinton reports that Women's
Lib has gone about as far as it
ought to go. While returning to
his locker with a towel around
his neck after completing a
shower , Colonel Clinton came
eyeball to eyeball with a woman
who seemed intent upon some
sort of moveme nt, lib or
otherwise. Much eye blinking
took place. No conversation
ensued.
No
flicker
of
recognition transpired. After
this brief confron tation, in
which the woman was given no
encouragement to "Free" the
locker room, she grudgingly
retreated, giving no indication
whether she would return .
Readers are asked to verify the

location of Horny Henrietta at
[he time of the incident Friday , October 4 at 10 :40 a.m.
It is also hoped that some
memorandum of understanding
can be reached concerning the
use of the men's locker room by
[hose of the opposi te sex. High
level discussions are expected
shortly . Keep abreast of
developments - read the Minr
for further exposes concerning
the undercover activities of
campus movements. Colonel
Clinton requests that you do not
keep him informed of your
discoveries.

"HOME OF THE FAMOUS 12 OZ. STEAK"
BOX 70
PHONE: 364-1301
ROllA, MO.
MARTIN SPRING fiR.

FOREST CITY MOTOR LODGE

In The Beautiful Forest City of the Ozarks
Room Phones . Television
Hot Water Heat
Air Conditione d

10.

engineering and dean of the
School of Enginee ring at
Massach usetts Institute of
Technology.
In his second day on the job,
Dr. Bisplinghoff . held a press
conference in the Silver and
Gold room of the Sudent Union,
to which the campus media was
invited to attend. From the
moment he entered the room,
the chancellor exhibited a mood
of congeniality and eagerness to
meet the various student
member s
present.
Dr.
Bisplinghoff joked about finding
his way around campus an then
became serious as he spoke of
the future of engineering as he
saw it, and the UMR campus .
The chancellor felt that the
real problem s in the next
decade for the U.S. and the
World will fall into areas in
which UMR has been assigned
responsibility. He stated that,
after living with affluence for
many years, the world has
recently run across some very
disagreeable changes, the most
damaging of which is inflation.
As an engineer, Dr. Bisplinghoff

Box 175
Phone 314-265-3256

CONTIN UED FROM
PAGE 6

trucks) should be several
thousand dollars a year.
2) Following this pay-as-youuse attitude to its logical conclusion leads to the question:
Why not install pay toilets on
campus? Afterall , maintenance
is expensive and a dime at a
time at a time should easily
cover that.
On the other hand, if the TS
committ ee means that we
should cover the cost of construction of the lots, then other

thoughts come to mind :
Shouldn't the occupants of
Fulton hall be asked to pay for
its renovati on before being
allowed to move back in? The
faculty office safety committee
should look into it.
2) Similarly, the expensive
cosmetic surgery (nose job) on
Parker Hall might be paid for
by its occupants. There's a job
for the Deans Safety Committee.
3) Then there is the welllandscaped cnetral mall (the
only place kept carefull y
1)

BUSINESS 1-44 WEST
364-8181
ROLLA, MISSOURI 65401

Top Ha t Lou nge
Miner 's Hang Out

En gin eer s:
Fin d ou t ab ou t
the Nu cle ar Na vy.

t. ' '

If you think you have the abi lity and desire to
master nuclear engineering, the Navy's Nuclear
Propulsion Program has openings for about
200 outstan ding college graduates. There's a
Navy Recruit ing Officer ready to give you all the
details on how yo u can become someone special
in the new Navy.

See the Navy Office r
In the Place ment Office
Octob er 9 throug h 11

watered in summer -and that
raised the price). The installatio n of coin-ope rated
turnstiles at all entrances to the
region might be the equitable
solution.
Finally, to avoid the use of
euphemisms about gold and
silver parking areas, how about
three new designations: used,
abused, and downright flimflammed?
NAME WITHHELD UPON
REQUEST

"For all your Floral Need s"

FLOWERS BY lARR Y

ounces
or,

sees three causes of rampant
inflation: Food, environmental
improvements, and increasing
prices for energy. He stated
that UMR must research and
lead the way in solving energy
problems.
When asked how he intended
to preserve the image of UMR
as an engineering center of the
U.S., Dr. Bisplinghoff said that
he intended to preserve a very
high quality faculty and
research departm ent on
campus. He also statedtha t he
was more interested in the
quality of education on campus,
not merely enrollment. As far
as the place of Liberal ARts on
campus, Dr. Bisplinghoff felt
that they were important to an
engineer because of their application in the business world.
In closing the chancellor stated
that he wanted to get around to
the laboratories and classrooms
on campus to meet and talk with
the students, so don't be surprised if you get an opportunity
to talk persona lly with Dr.
Bispling hoff in the weeks
ahead.

ed ile tte rs

ZENO'S MOTEL
STEAK HOUSE

Jet. 1-44 & 68
St. James, Mo. 65559

On October first , the
University of Missouri at Rolla
received one of its most
distinguished chancellors. On
that day Dr. Raymond L.
Bisplinghoff, deputy director of
the National Science Foundation in WaShington, D.C. and
member of a presidentially
appointed task force to Saudi
Arabia, arrived in Rolla to
assume the duties of chancellor.
Dr. Bispling hoff is well
qualifed for the position as
chancell or and the school
should benefi t under his
direction. Our new chancellor is
no stranger to engineers. He
holds a bachelor's degree in
aeronatuical engineering and a
master's degree in physics from
the University of Cincinnati and
a
Sc.D.
degree
from
Eidgeno ssisde
Technis che
Hochsch ule, Zurich , Switzerland. Academ ically , Dr.
Bispling hoff has held appointments as instructor at the
University of Cincinnati and
la ter as an assistant professor,
associte
professo r
and
professo r of aeronau tical

Mich elob & Boffl e Beer
Above ABC Bowlin g Lanes

O.o wntow n Rolla

HANK/S
SWAP SHOP

808 Pine Rolla, Mo.

We Loan Money On
Anything Of Value
Watches-Clocks
Tools-Jewelry
Radios-TV, Etc.
We Also Buy Old Gold
and Silver Scraps

UMR T·Shirts
Jerseys • Mugs
(Juvenile Shirts Also)

Calculators HP35

Campus Book Store

205 w. 12th
364·3710
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1974 Homecoming
The brothers of Pi Kappa
Alpha are proud to announce
Miss Barb Rundle as their 1974
Homecoming Queen Candida te.
barb is a secretary for the U.S.
Corps of Engineers in St. Louis,
Missouri.
The 5'5" brunette enjoys
playing softball, volleyball, and
swimming. She also loves to
dance . . The Pikes are very
enthused in ha ving Bar b as
their candida te.
MARY ANN ALONZO
Tau Kappa Epsilon

KATHLEEN SCHAEFER
Phi Kappa Theta

Miss Kathy Schaefer has been
chosen by the men of Phi Kappa
Theta to be their Homecoming
Queen Candidate for 1974.
Kathy hails from Kansas City
where she graduated from Penn
Valley Community College with
an Associate Degree in Early
Childhood Education . She is
currentl y employed by the
Community Christian Day Care
Center as a pre-school teacher.
Miss Schaefer is also an avid
participant in many outdoor
sports especially swimming ,
canoeing, and tennis . She will
be escorted by Bill Rosenbaum
and we feel that Kathy will
represent us well.

BARB ANN RUNDLE
Pi Kappa Alpha

The merl of Tech Club are
proud to present Miss Pamela
Kay
Lewis
as
their
Homecoming Queen candidate.
Pam, a 5-'4" beauty, was born
in England and has traveled
extenSively. She is a graduate of
Rolla High School and enjoys
sewing, decoupage, and tennis.
Pam is currently employed as a
beautician with Mr. Charles
Coiffures.

The men of Tau Kappa
Epsilon proudly present Miss
Mary Ann Alonzo as their
candidate for Homecoming
Queen . Mary Ann graduated
from St. Elizabeth's Academy
in 1972 and attended Benedictine College for one year and
spent a summer in Mexico
studying Spanish . She is
presently employed as a
bilingual secretary in the
International Department of
Ralston Purina . Mary Ann is a
5'2" stunning brunette with
outstanding physical qualities
and a pleasant personality.

The Brothers of Kappa Alpha
are proud to present their 1974
Homecoming Queen Cnadidate,
Miss Vicki Lynn Schaefer. The
lovely, blue~yed , 5'8", brunette
is currently majoring in speech
and English a t Southwest
Missouri State University. A
junior from Grover, Missouri,
Miss Schaefer is involyed in
numerous
campu s
organiza t ions which include
SMSU English Society, Gamma
Sigma Sigma (National Service
Sorority), Beta Mu (Honorary
English Society) and women's
int ramural s. Vi cki is ver y
active in the SMSU Campus
Union Boa rd wher e she ~
presently P ubli c Relations
Chairman and a member of the
Homecoming and Convocations
Committee. Along with water
sports, writing for the school
news paper
and
literary
magazines is a favorite leisure
time activity. Because of her
beauty , charm, and campus
involvement the brothers of
Kappa Alpha feel Miss Schaefer
is a pe r fect candidate for
Homecoming, 1974.

PAMELA KAY LEWIS
Tech Club

Homecoming Queen Candidate from Engineer's Club for
1974 is Ms . Connie Hartman.
She is a 1973 graduate of Festus
Senior High, in Festus, Mo., and
is currently employed at South
Central Oil Co., in Rolla , Mo.

CONN IE HARTMAN
Eng ineer's Club

LESSA RAE CRAVENS
MRHA
We, the men of the MRHA,
would like to present Miss Lessa
Cravens as our candidate for
UMR's Homecoming Queen.
Lessa is a freshman currently
enrolled in Computer Science
here at Rolla . Residing at the
Women's Residence Hall, she is
a member of the Association of
Computing Machinery and also
the Baptist Student Union .
Lessa holds a scholarship from
the Ozark Chapter of the Society
of Professional Engineers.
Miss Cravens hails from
Hartville, Mo., and attended
Mountain Grove High School.
There she was elected as
president of the National Honor
Society,
served
as
a
cheerleader and was last year's
Homecoming Queen.

PAULA MARCELLUS
Sigma Tau Gamma

WINNETTE MASON
Kappa Delta
VICKI SCHAEFER
Kappa Alpha

Th e men of Sigm a Tau
Gamma proudly pr esent Miss
P a ula Marcellus a s t heir
candidate for 1974 Homecoming
Queen. P a ula is a juLi or
majoring in Life Sciences at the
University of Missouri-Rolla .
Her outgoing personality is
tipified by her involvement on
the UMR campus. Pa ula is a
m ember of Kappa Delta
sorority where she serves as
Memb ership Cha irmal1 , Tau
Beta Sigma , Russian Club, and
the Hospitality Committee of
the Student Union Board. Choir,
intramurals , and Gamma
Alpha Delta are included
among her other activities as
well as Organizations Editor for
the Rolla-Mo .
Because she has taken such a
sincere and active intersest in
campus life, the Brothers of
Sigma Tau Gamma feel that she
is an ideal candidate for
Homecoming Queen.

Ka ppa Delta Sorority is proud
to announce the selection of
Miss Winnette Mason as their
candidate for Homecoming
Queen. Winnette, a 5'4" blond,
is a graduating senior majoring
in Engineering Management at
UMR. She is very active in all
phases of campus life serving as
pres ident of Kappa Delta,
preside nt of the Panhellenic
Council, a member of the
Student Union Board, and a
little sister of Pi Kappa Alpha.
Her other activities include the
University Choir, intramurals,
and cheer leading . Last spring
she was elected as UMR's
Women 's Intramural Athlete of
the year. Because of Winnette's
ma ny activities and interests in
the UMR campus the sisters of
Kappa Delta feel she would be
an excell e nt choice for
Homecoming Queen.

The Brothers of Sigma Phi
E psilon ar e proud to present
Miss J oy J ean Stewart as their
1974 Hom ecoming Queen
Candidate. Joy, a 1973 graduate
of Orchard Farm High School ,
is an attractive 5'6" brunette.
She is presently employed as a
bookkeeper for the Commerce
Bank of St. Charles. Joy is also
attending night school in hopes
of obtaining a degree in
financing.
Joy is an active member of
the Little Sisters of Sigma Phi
Epsilon. Her hobbies include
skiing, swimming and softball .
Miss Stewart's escort will be
Mr . Jerry Thomure, a senior in
Mechanical Engineering .

LUCY MOYNIHAN
Kappa Sigma

The men of Kappa Sigma are
proud to present Miss Lucy
Moynihan as their Homecoming
Queen Candidate for 1974. Lucy ,
a petite, 5'2" , blue~yed pixie, is
presently employed by First
National Bank of St. Louis,
where she works as a clerk in
the BodDept. Having already
completed a year at Mizzou,
Luc y is now taking night
courses especially coordinated
with her work at the bank. Her
wide variety of interests range
from sewing to softball and she
is especially fond of the outdoors. We feel that these outsta nding qualities, coupled with
a bubbling personality and ever
present smile, make her an
excellent choice for UMR
Homecoming Queen - 1974.

JOY JEAN STEWART
Sigma Phi Epsilon
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Queen Candidates
CHRIST INE LONG
Acacia

The Brothers of Acacia are
proud to present their
Homecoming Queen candidate,
Miss Christine Long.
Miss Long , a native of
Florissan t, is a freshman at
U.M.K.C ., majoring in music
therapy . While at McCluer
North High School, she was
busy with choir, the school
musical, and the madrigal . She
was
a
Nationa l
Merit
Scholarship Finalist, Scholar
Quiz team member, Secretar y
of the Internati onal Committee,
and a National Honor Society
member. She is active outdoors,
particip ating
in
tennis,
swimmi ng,
cycling,
and
camping. We fell Miss Long
would be an extremel y fitting
Homecoming Queen.

The brothers of Sigma Pi take
pride in presenting Melinda
Ha y as their Homeco ming
Queen Cnadidat e for 1974.
Melinda haisls from Littleton,
Colorado , where she was a 1.972
graduate of Bear Creek High
School. She a ttended the
Univers ity
of
Missour iColumbia for two years and now
lives here in Rolla, working for
South Central Oil Co.
An attractiv e brown-e yed
brunette , Melinda enjoys
camping , tennis and snow
skiing.
Melinda's warm smile and
friendly nature lead us to
believe tha t she is a fitting
candida te for Homeco ming
Queen 1974.

MELIN DA HAY
Sigma Pi

~

The Brothers of Delta Sigma
Phi are proud to nominate Miss
Barbara Ann Ross as their 1974
Homecoming Queen Candidate.
Barb "is a native of Rolla who
attended UMR for 2 years
before transferr ing to Columbia
this fa ll . She is enrolled in the
School of Journalis m and is a
member of the UMC Women 's
Varsity Tennis Team. We are
certain that you will all love our
little gal.
LINDA VANDE RWAL
WRHA

The women of the Women's
Residence Hall Association are
proud to present Miss Linda
Vanderwal as their choice for
UMR's Homeco ming Queen.
Linda , a 5'8" green-eyed beauty
from St. Louis, is a sophomore
transfer student from UMSL
majoring in Computer Science
at UMR. We feel her reign as
Homeco ming Queen will .
enhance the Homeco ming
activities.

BARBA RA WALDO N
Alpha Phi Alpha
(no picutre)

We, the men of Alpha Phi
Alpha, would like to introduce
our Sweethe art and Candidate
for Homecoming Queen, Miss
Barbara
Waldon.
This
statuesqu e young woman of
beauty and grace hails from
Joplin, Missouri. Miss Waldon
is a 1974 graduate from Stevens
College where she received her

The Brothers of Sigma Nu
ha ve chosen Miss J ea nne
Achelpohl to represen t them at
the 1974 Homecoming . J eanne is
a student here at the Universi ty
and she is active in many
_ campus organizations. She is a
member of Ka ppa Delta
Sorority, the Student Council,
Student Union Board, Rollamo
staff, and a PiKA Little Sister.
J eanne will be escorted by Nick
Barrack.
PATTI JOHNSO N
Delta Tau Delta

TRICIA LILLIE
Triangle

The Brothers of Delta Tau
Delta are - proud to announce
Patti M. Johnson as their Queen
Candida te for Homeco ming .
Patti,· a five foot five blonde
from Granite City, lll., teaches
the first grade at the Cjty
Webvster Grade School. She is
also involved in bowling ,
JEANN E ACHEL POHL
singing for the church choir,
Sigma Nu
and teaching in the Sunday
~
School departm ent of her
church. Patti is currentl y
The
Indep enden ts
working for her Master Degree homecoming queen candidat
e
in Music at Southern Illinois for 1974 is Vicky Headrick,
a
University at Edwardsville.
UMR coed majoring in Electrical Engineering . She is from
St. Louis, where she received a
B.S. in math from UMSL. She
also has attended St. Louis
Univers ity graduat e school
through the National Science
Foundat ion and has taught
math on the secondar y level.
Vicki is also a member of
IEEE, KME and the Rugger
Huggers .

Associates of Arts Degree in
Fashion Design , a most
creative and appropri ate field
for a woman of her personality
and awarene ss. While at
Stevens, she was involved in the
Reverend Dr. Martin Luther
King Scholarship Foundation
and Pi-Phi-Rho, a profeSSional
honorary fashion sorority. Thus
it is with supreme pride and
great honor, that we present
Miss Waldon as our candidate
for the festive weekend.
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JON I CAVIND ER
Lambda Chi Alpha
JANET DEFEN D
Zeta Tau Alpha

BARBA RA ROSS
Delta Sigma Phi

Miss Tricia Lillie has been
nominated by the brothers of
Triangle Fraterni ty as their
1974 Homeco ming Queen
candida te . Tricia , a 1974
graduate of Althoff High School,
is currently attending Belleville
Area College and is planning to
transfer
to
Washing ton
University to major in fashion
design and buying. She is
employed part-time as a model
by Libson Shops Inc., Collinsville, Illinois. Tricia is looking
forward to being a queen
candidate and we are looking
forward to having her as our
queen candidate.

The women of Zeta Tau
Alpha present Ms . Janet
Defend as their queen candidat e
for Homecoming '74. Jan is a
cute 5'5" blond from St. Louis,
and is currently on coop with
the
"McDonnell
Douglas
Corporation .
She will return to UMR in the
spring and continue her studies
as a compute r science major.
Jan has served on both the
Rollamo· staff and the Student
Union Boiard. She is also a
Little Sister of Alpha Phi
Omega, Pi Kappa Alpha , and a
member of the Assn . of Computing Machinery.
ZTA believes Jan would be a
beautiful Homecoming queen,
and we wish her the best of luck.

VICKY HEADR ICK
Indepen dents
~

The men of Beta Sigma Psi
are proud to introduce as their
candida te ,
Miss
Debbie
Boschert. Debbie is a 1972
graduate of St. Charles High
where she was a cheerlea der
and Homecoming Queen. Very
active athletica lly , Debbie's
favorite sport is water skiing.
Debbie currentl y works in
respirat ory at St. Joseph 's
Hospital in St. Charles.

DEBBIE BOSCH ERT
Beta Sigma Psi
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The brothers of Lambda Chi
Alpha proudly present Mrs.
Joni Cavinder as their 1974
UMR Homeco ming Queen
Candidate. Joni, an attractiv e
5'6" brunette from Christopher,
Illinois, is presently employed
by the UMR Univers ity
Extension Division.
Joni is a 1971 graduate of
Christopher High School. In .
1973, she graduate d from Rend
Lake Junior College, and then
enrolled in S.I.U . at Carbondale. During High School,
she participa ted in a wide
variety of events. Her activities
ranged
from
varsity
cheerleading to being president
of several organizations. She
continue d to show great
leadership ability in her extra curricul ar activitie s at
Junior College, and was chosen
a member of " Who 's Who In
America n Junior Colleges" . She
plans to become a High School
History teacher, after returning
to S.LU. upon her husband 's
graduation from UMR.
Her hobbies include tennis,
swimming and home crafts.
Joni is a avid supporte r of
Lambda Chi Alpha 's house
functions. We feel she is the
ideal candidat e. She will be
excorted by her husband, Mark
Cavinder .
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campus organizations

The Moral Is•••
Baby Doll Cowan will not be
using that key to San Francisco
presented to her at the recent
hookers convention. The 73
year-{)Id prostitute was killed in
the line of duty. The cops busted
her in Peoria , lllinois. She
contacted pneumonia in the jail
cell and died after she was
released.
Coyote ,
the
organization of loose women
that had sponsored the convention, sent a bouquet of roses
to her funderal. Welcome, Baby
Doll, to that great brothel in the
sky.
Moral: If you work hard and
persevere, you can derive a
victim even out of a victimless
crime.

As a result of the "Village
Voice" being purchased by New
York magazine, editor Dan
Wolf and publisher Ed Fancher
have been dismissed. There was
a lot of talk about a strike by
"Voice" staffers, but New York
editor Clay Felker wasn't
worried. As though he were
acting in a movie scene that his
own critic might describe as
contrived and unrealistic, old
Feetuv-Clay took out a one
hundred dollar bill and waved it
in a traditional gesture of
power.

Spelunkers

Moral: If you can't raise the Several inmates of the
conscio usness of yo ur em- California prison system have
ployees, you can always settle been promised by guards that
they could escape in order to
for their salaries .
join the Symbionese Liberation
Army. One was specifically told
thaLhe would be involved with
kidnapping the sisters of
In the film Terminal Man, the Patricia Hearst. Meanwhile,
name of Lee Harvey Oswald is officials have revealed that a
linked up with Charles Whitman still legible note was supposedly
(the Texas tower sniper) and found on the charred body of
Richard Speck (the Chicago Camilla Hall. The arrogance
slayer of nurses) in a sneaky behind the SLA propaganda
justification of psycho-surgery . front continues to escalate
Friends of Marguerite Oswald, every day .
mother of the alleged killer of Moral: You don 't necessarily
President Kennedy , are trying need metal bars to hold the
to persuade her to sue the truth in custody .
producers.
In the film Chinatown, a pair of
eyeglasses turns out to be an
important clue in solving a
murder and keeping Jack
Nicholson's nose in stitches if
not the audience. A pair of
eyeglasses
turned
up
mysteriously after Sharon Tate
and her friends had been
massacred by Tex Watson and
his Charlie Manson girl scout
troop. Could young widower
Roman Polanski be trying to
tell us something, or is this just
a mild coincidence.?
person's
Moral:
One
assassination is another person's screenplay.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
Chemical Engineers in the Peace Corps usually teach or work
in water treatment or small industrial plants. As a Peace
Corps Volunteer in 1975 you could:

teach chemistry at the secondary school level
teach chemistry or eng ineering courses at university level
become involved in vocational education
become involved in the more efficient, safer production of
chemicals in small industrial projects
You are needed in 1975 - contact a Peace Corps representative.

UNION and PLACEMENT OFFICE
MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY
OCTOSE R 21,22,23
(Seniors-grads- sign up for interview in Placement -

NOW!)

One club that you would
expect at a University which
was once called the Missouri
School of Mines and Metallurgy
is the Spelunkers Club. A
spelunker is "one who makes a
hobby out of exploring caves
and caverns , and that's what
the Mt. M Spelunker Club is all
about.
The Spelunkers boast a
membership of over thrity and
hold meetings every Wednesday evening at 6: 15 in room
305, Norwood Hall. Meetings
generally consist of some type
of caving presentation or slide
show, followed by session where
members describe their own
past explorations , discuss
future plans to explore a cavern

Arlo Guthrie couldn't sing
Deportee on the Midnight
Special because he prefaced it
with a comment that there are
kids in America who think that
orange juice comes from the
freezer. David Steinberg wasn't
allowed to give 'Ltlavenworth,
Kansas' on the Tonight show as

and talk of safety practices. The
annual outing with Cottey
College is also a Spelunker
activity .
The Spelunker Club runs its
own stores department which
buys and sells caving equipment to members, especially
hard to find items, at
reasonable prices.
Offices of the MSM Spelunker
Club are: president, Mike
Mullen ; Vice president, Eric
Tillman; secretary-treasurer,
Leora
Markunas;
and
custodian, Bob Schaffer.
ONCE AGAIN - If you would
like your organization featured
in the Miner, write or call the
Miner office .

Christopher Jewelers
805 Pine Street

*****

Catering to UMR
The Complete Service Jeweler

CONTINUED PAGE 12

look
out
for the
bull!

Best Wishes
For A Great
Hom~coming

From The
Fellows At

509

Liquor Store
116

w.

8th St.

364-6131

Pop open a cold can
first chance you get.
Take a taste of the bold one.

Nobody makes mall liquor like Schlilz. Nobody.

Broyles
Distributing Co.
Rolla, Mo.
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WIThe Big Wal k-M arch of Dime s Walk atho n"
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A large throng of people, young and old, walking, laughing, their feet are
sore, but their destination near. This scen e
is a typical one across the country - a mass of people walking together for
a common cause. A W
n is a challenge,
a personal physical challenge for some, for others it's a chance to say that
you care about .,'...II ..tllin.
that you feel
it's worth an afternoon of your time.
On Sunday November 3, Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity is sponsoring
a March of Dimes
year great strides are made in fighting birth defects and more has been
done in the past 15
largely a result of the massive campaign waged in research and in raising
funds. Birth defects
major child health problem, striking over a quarter of a million infants every
year.
Nearly half of all chronic childhood disabilities result from birth defects. Throug
h
research, medical services and education, there is hope to bring the day when
every baby
mind and a healthy body. Walkathons across the country have been playing
an
role
programs.
Several weeks prior to the Walkathon each walker is registered and sponso
rs
be a .sponsor, and
a walker has no limit on the number of sponsors he may have. The minimu
m
pledges is usually
10c per mile. The predetermined route of approximately 20 miles will sta
,11T11"'"""no, .. Building. Along
the way at designated checkpoints; cards verifying the number of miles
the walk refreshments will be .served. Following the Walkathon
In recognition of the fraternity or organization that succeeds in
Omega will present a four foot high trophy. The united cooporation
community is needed to make this effort a success.

FOR MORE INFO RMAT ION STAY TUNE D TO KMN R, READ
THE MINE R,
OR WAT CH FOR INFO RMAT ION POST ERS ON CAM PUS.
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The Moral Is. • •
CONTINUED FROM
PAGE 10

the address to order your Nixon
cassettes from. The President's
public relations guy, Ken
Clawson, was permitted to say
on the Tomorrow show that he
was a smart-ass before he got to
the White House. But on the
Tonight show, Dick Smothers
was bleeped out when he
jokingly told his brother that he
was a pain in the ass. Nor was
Tommy Smothers able to say
that he was pissed off about , of
all things, television censorship.
However, Dick Cavett was
allowed to say on his own show
that politics bores his ass off,
and a Vietnam veteran was
permitted to say that he was
pissed off. But when Cavett
asked Abbie Hoffman what he
would say to someone who
asked him if he should blow-up
- I forget whether it was a bank
or a munitions factory , but that
doesn 't matter because they 're
the same thing anyway - Abbie
was bleeped out for saying that
maybe the appropriate thing to
blow up nowadays would be an
oil refinery. CBS News limited
Richard Nixon's lettering to S, but NBC News let Tania
Hearst's tape say horseshit
right out loud.
Moral : The deletion of expletives is an arbitrary process.

after state a majority of citizens
are claiming they voted for
George McGovern . One interpretation is that many of
these people really voted for
Nixon but they're now concerned about their image.
Another interpretation is that
they actua lly did vote for
McGovern and the election
r es ults were rigged. Still
another interpretation is that
the pollsters are lying beca use
they represent the interests of

~Jta

those military-industr iali sts
who find Nixon expendable. Did
you believe the University of
Michigan (whose academic
sinners helped plan the Vietnam
war) study which found that
when a sample of Americans
rated fifteen institutions on the
basis of tr ust and respect, the
lowest was the Presidency and
the highest was the Pentagon?
Mora l: Polish jokes have
serious class overtones .

"1'=

C4N'? 'FOR 8 9 CFNT'; .:;",,-\,< 11 IHI
"T'--iE A\.4~I(- U P i30 Y Ie; U N LY .:.. ~ : F...AJ . i l l I ''''':'
BEHIND

Rosati
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Crafts-Hobbies - Artists Supplies
605 Pine

Missouri's Finest
Grape Wine

Phone: 364-558 J

Rolla, Mo. 6540 J

,.........................................,
: UP with DOWN
Down Home Comfort
With Down Clothing From ...

:

The SDOKE and WHEEL

::

113 W. 9th

~:

!

Catering to UMR Students
Try It At These Local Stores:

Kroger
What-U-Call-It
Mohr Value
Callen's
Carney Manor
Frederics
509 Package
Pub Mobile
Tepee Package

Pollsters are now supposed to
•
be discovering that in state •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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BEATS HIGHER PRICES

PRICES GOOD THRU OCT. 12TH

JIM BEAM
BOURBON
80 PROOF

4~!F'FTH
OLD MILWAUKEE

1~!K

PABST BEER
6 PAK NON-RETURN

CHAMPAGNE VELVET
6 PAK CANS

TEN HIGH BOURBON
86 PROOF

NADIAN MIST WHISKEY
80 PROOF

GILBEYS GIN
86 PROOF

119
99 C
439
389

QUARTS
FULL
FI
49 FULL
FIAH
19 FULL
FIFTH

3

4
109 FULL
GALLO
~_ _ _ _N_O_N-_R_ET_UR_N_S-4 ROSATI WINE WHITE CONCORD, 109 FULL
CHABLIS, ETC.
CONRADS VODKA
DISTILLED FROM GRAIN

80 PROOF

BACARDI RUM

80 PROOF
_ FINE DINNER WINES

HEUBLEIN COCKTAILS

339 FULL

SOURS, DAIQUIRI, ETC.

PERFECT HOST DRY MIXES
10 SERVINGS

CANADA DRY MIXERS
GINGER ALE, CLUB, TONIC, ETC.

69 C 28

39 C OZ.
FL.

LIQUOR CENTER
LIQUOR AT OUR cln RT. 66
LOCATION ONLY IN ROLLA, MO.
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m.iner sp o rt s
Min ers Lead Ind ivid ua l Sta ts

ts

After four weeks of the
football season, the Miner
football team led in most of the
offensive statistics in the MIAA
conferen ce, both team and
individual. The Miners have the
second highest rushing average
per game and the highest
passing average per game.
However, their defense against
the rush is the worst in the
conference, and their defense
against the pass is the third
worst in the conference. And
they have yielded more points
than any of their conference
foes. However, their record is
even at 2-2.
Northwe st leads the conference with a 3-1 record.
Northeast, Central, and Southwest all have 2-1 records; then
comes UMR ; Southeast and
I,.incoln follow with a 1-2 record.

In individual statistics. Mike
Keeler and Mike Joshua continue to set the pace in rushing
in the conferen ce. Keeler
already had 408 yards after the
four games, and Joshua has 370.
Howeve r, they are being
challenged by freshman Steve
Powell of Kirksville, who used a
247 yard game against Missouri
Western to hike his total to 369
yards. Another freshman, Dane
Henningson of Central, has 344
yards.
Greg Haug is still a wide
leader in the passing statistics.
He has completed 46 of 86
passes, for a 54 per cent completion average, for 574 yards,
and 5 touchdowns. All of these
figures are .league leaders. In
addition, he has thrown only
three intercepted passes.

Want A Job
That Mean s Some thing
To Yours elf
And Other s?

Help Serve Th.e Publi c Intere st In
Maki ng Nucle ar Energ y Safe, By
Joini ng AEC' s Regu latory Staff

:5

RTS

ULL

InH
LL
InH
ULL
IFTH
ULL
InH
ULL
IFTH
ULL
IFTH

As the fuel shortage has recently demons trated,
energy has become a matter of vital concern to the
future welfare and prosper ity of our country . The
expand ing use of nuclear energy will undoub tedly
help to ease the crisis. But if it is to fulfill its promise,
nuclear power requires responsible handlin g, and that
is of the utmost concern to the Atomic Energy
Commission Regulation. ·
Our business is to protect the public and the environment by making nuclear power safe. We do this
through the rigorous regulati on of the design, constructio n, and .operation of nuclear power plants.
The challenge of harnessing nuclear energy demands
a significa nt expansion of ou r manpow er resources.
We can offer you an excellen t career opportu nity ...
the satisfac tion of rewardi ng work ... exceptio nal
chances for advanc ement. . compet itive salaries and
very attractiv e governm ent benefits.
Professional Position s Availab le for College Graduates
at the BS, MS, and PhD Levels In:
Nuclear Engineering
Civil Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Electric al Engineering
Environ mental Sciences
Materia ls Engineering

October 16, 1974
or

and
Send resume or our appl ication to:
U. S. ATOMI C ENERG Y COMMI SSION
PERSO NNEL OPERA TIONS -REGU LATION 008
Washington, D. CY. 20545
I nclude grade transcri pt
An Equal Opportun i ty Emplo ye r - U. S. Citi zensh ip Requir
ed

kic ke rs los e
to sp rin gfi eld
The UMR Soccer team failed
in its bid to push over the .500
mark, by falling to Southwest
Missouri State 5-2 last Sunday.
The two teams met this past
Parents' Day and battled to a II tie. A victory for the Miners
would have meant 5 straight
games without a loss, but instead, their season's log now
stands at 2 wins, 3 losses, 3 ties.
Last week's game in the mud
was marked by much rough
play, which resulted in hard
feelings felt by both clubs. This
set the mood for this Sunday's
game in Springfi eld. The
Miners came out in the first
half, determined to prove that
they were for real, that their
unbeaten string was more than
just a fluke. For the first half,
anyway, they made believers
out of Springfield. The Miners
offense ran rings around the
SMS backs . However, all the
Miners could muster in scoring
was a single goal by Rolla's
leading scorer, Tom Feraggen.
Springfield matched that with a
score of their own with less than

Bu rr Va nN ost ran d

two minutes left in the half.
But then, the roof fell in on the
Miners. As usual, Rolla went
into its second half slump,
playing Springfield's game, and
not their own. Those watching
the game could have easily been
fooled into believing that they
were watchin g an entirely
differen t game, played by
entirely differen t teams.
Springfi eld scored three
unanswered goals to take a
commanding 4-1 lead. When
Paul Telthorst scored with 18
minutes left, the Miners looked
as if they could make a
comebac k , but Springfi eld
added a·n insult goal to make the
score 5-2 and put the game out
of reach .
The Soccer team would like to
thank the faculty members,
Rolla businessmen, and private
citizens who have helped the
club by participating in the
Booster Program . We hope to
see these people and anyone
else interested at our game this
Saturda y , Oct. 12, against
Univers ity
of
Missour iColumbi a , at 4:30 on the
Intramur al Fields. The price is
right - free!

look ing
Ahe ad

This Homecoming is· going to Memorial Fund for Athletic
be a special one for many Scholarships. Second, during
people. UMR's returnin g the half-tim e ceremon ies,
Alumni are looking forward to ushers will move about the
seeing their Alma Mater once crowd, soliciting contributions
NOTICE
more and the students are for the Memorial Fund. Let's all
Wanted: Two yes men
looking forward to an exciting think back and rememb er Burr,
to pose as chancel lors
party weekend and concert. But his years of encouragement to
for UMSL and UMR _
there will be more than just UMR's athletes, and service to
Must be willing to play
nostalgia. The game this year the school. Think hard and
"The Brice Is Right
will be played in memory of our contribute all you can to this
Game."
late Intramur al Director, Burr wnrthwhilp. C1'l.Ise.
van Nostrand. The team and
coaches have dedicated this
game to his memory. They will
t
wear black arm-bands to call all
City 66 West
"f our attention to this· fact.
Rolla, Missouri
16 Lanes - AutomatiC S - Pro Shop
Several special changes have
.
Lounge
- Nursery
been made to help memorialize
Modern Bowling in Early American Atmosphe re
Burr at this Homeco ming.
Home of the I Fe and College 8<>w1 L.e agues
First, programs will be sold for
364-4124
one dollar with fifty cents going
Chuck & Shirley
364·9974
towards the Burr van Nostrand
L,a mmlein

<.Colonial 1f[an.£s Jlnc.

For the Best Sandwiches in Town ••• Come to the

Sandwich Gallery

Visit our representative on your campus

Pick up career informa tion at your placeme nt office

~t
oz.

Although no conferen ce
figures were available, Merl
Dillow and Stu Dunlop, the two
leading receivers in the conference last year, are both
having fine years again this
season. Dillow has 19 catches
and Dunlop has 15. Also, Dillow
is tied for second in the conference in scoring, having
caught three touchdown passes
for 18 points.
Keeler, besides his rushing
heroics, also leads the conference in kick-off returns . He
has returned 6 for 127 yards, for
a 21.1 yard average. Rodney
Bullock is fourth in the conference, having returned 7 kickoffs for 123 yards, a 17 .5
average.
On the defensive side of the
ledger, Tom Meyer is tied for
second in the conference in
interceptions, having picked off
two, and returning them for a
total of 78 yards, the leading
figure in the conference.
MIAA players of the week
were Powell , offensive player,
for his 247 yard effort, and Ron
Umpenhour of Central, a free
safety , who garnered five solo
tackles, four assists, and an
interception in Warrensburg's
2Hl win over Kansas StateEmporia .

Italian Hoagie
Ham & Cheese
Turkey Hoagie
Cheese Hoagie

Hoagies
Reg.
90c
95
95
90 c
C

C

1 Ft.
1.75
1.90
1.90
1.75

2 Ft.

3.30
3.50
3.50
3.30

Miner Homecoming Special!
Buy Any Foot Long Hoagie and Get a FREE SODA
Located Next to the Ritz
Hours 11-7:30 p.m . Mon.-Sat.
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miners finish third
in siu invitational
Although most a thletic attention is being focused on the
football team, a smaller group
of UMR athletes is in the midst
of a fine season. That group the usually down-trodden crosscountry team- has put together
a fine 2-1 dual meet record and
ha brought home UMR 's first
trophy of the year for their third
place finish at the SIUEdwardsville inviatational.
This year's team consists of
senior Mike SchepfJin, junior
John Herman , sophomores
Dave Craycraft, Bill Maples,
Lance Jensen , and freshmen
Rusty Hoerman and Greg
Lovell.
At Edwardsville , Dave
Craycraft finished the tough
five mile course in 28: 13 for
thirteenth place overall as the
Miners finished behind SIU and
Western Illinois in the seven
team race. Mike Schepflin
placed seventeenth with a time
of 28:33, while Hoerman (22nd) ,
Herman (27th), and Lovell
(28th ) were the others to place.
Western Illinois overran
everyone , finshing seven
runners in the top eight for the
first place trophy.
The Miners have defeated
Lincoln University twice, once
at home 23-33 and once at
Jefferson City, 24-33. The home
meet saw Phil Jensen of Lincoln
break the course record with a
sizzling time of 24:56.2. Jensen
had previously set the mark last
year, running a 25: 18.8. Dave
Craycraft broke Bob Rice's
UMR record of 26: 45 by eleven
seconds and won athlete of the
week honors. Only a sophomore,
Dave has finished first for the
Miners in every meet this year.
Rusty Hoerman (27:26), John
Herman (28:24) , and Greg
Lovell (29:04) all ran individual
low times for the Miners in the
meet. Steady senior Mike
Schepflin added a fine 28 :03.

KappaSig

APA
SigEp
Pikers
Tech
MRHA
Liahona

Last weekend UMR finished whil e Craycraft finished
eighth in a fine twelve team twenty-ninth to lead the Miners.
field at the All-Missouri meet in
1974 promises to be a fine
Columbia. Tim McMullen of season for tltis young Miner
UMC was the individual winner team ; while at the same time
for the fron t-running Tigers they form a solid nucleus for the
future.

ruggers split
with billikens
Hello Rolla!! and welcome
back to the wonderful world of
Rugby our own UMR Ruggers
went to the Big City this
weekend to play St. Louis
University, and although we
lost the first one 18-4 we made
the Billikens eat their lunch the
second game by trouncing them
16-0.
In the doggon first game
UMR's scrum (defense of
Rugby) weren't worth an empty
beer and that just about explains the outcome of the game.
Rolla did score the first 4 points
on "Speedy" Wycoff's fine run
from out own end of the field but
from then on we literally
"huffed and puffed" while St.
Louis blew us down. The Backs .
(offense side of Rugby) hustled
well but with Oil!" scrum falling
apart they did't get the ball
much . There were some fine
efforts made by Jim Greece and
Mark Hilks in the game but we
lost so they were wasted.
In the second game the UMR
Ruggers showed the Bills why it
takes leather balls to play our
blessed Rugby. From the start of
the contest our guys out hustled,
out muscled and at the end, out
guzzled St. Louis. Steve Perko
scarfed up the ball for the first
"try" (score in Rugby), after
Rolla's scrum literally shoved
St. Louis to their own goal line.
The UMR Ruggers dominated

Acacia
Theta Xi
Pi Kappa Phi
BSU

1-4

TKE
Lambda Chi
SigTau
Mates
DeltaSig
Engine
Beta Sig
SigNu
SigPi
Delta Tau
Campus
Wesley

5-0
4-2
3-2
3-2
3-2
0-5
0-5

PhiKap
KA
Triangle
Newman

5-0
4-1
4-1
3-3

AFLOAT

M-Club
Due to the inactivity of our
athletic teams this week, there
will be no Athlete of the Week.
However, M-Club would like to
You'll sail in February,
take this opportunity to remind
with the ship. your class·
room and the world your
you of the upcoming events for
campus ... combining acthis weekend. Friday at 6:30
credited studies with fasci.
there will be a pep rally and
nating visits to the fabled
ports of the Orient, Africa,
bonfire near the football locker
.
S
d
. th b'
and the Americas. Over
rooms . On atur ay IS e Ig
10,000 stude nts from 450
game. We've got one of the most
colleges have already sailed
exciting teams that UMR has
with WCA - join them! Fihad in a while and everyone
nancial aid available. Write
should get out and support
today for free catalog.
them.
WCA, Chapman College
Box F, Orang.e, CA 92666
Homecoming spirit buttons
are on sale, so get them fast ~. . . . . . . . . . . . .,
before they are all gone.

Immediate
e
Del ••-=---

Come in today.
Start saving gas tomorrow.

Rolla Volkswagen
Old Hwy. 66 East at Northwye
364-5178

Authorized
Dealer

1-4

0-5

CAMPUS

@VOll<SWAGEN OF """ERICA, INC.

Where are we when
us? Ri gh t here . Ready
to give you Immediate delivery on a VW, the orig inal gas
save r. But If you get a VW st rictly to save gas, be prepared
for some surprises little extras, like VW quality. The VW
Owner's Security Blanket With Computer Analysis. the
most adva nced ca r coverage plan in the world.
See us now. It 'll be nice to start driving a car that has
a se nse of values .
Including saving gas.

2-3
1-3

WORLD

0-6
5-0
4-1
3-1
3-2
2-3
0-6

GDI

the rest of the first half with a
lot of great tackles , plays and
runs, by guys like Animal,
"rob by" Maxwell and Little
Matt Wille. The second half was
unbelievable; it looked like a St.
Pat's Knighting of the whole
Billiken team. Bruce Kates and
Ray "TKE" Henn both made
great scores with Mike Plieman
kicking some real good after try
points (like the extra point after
a touchdown). Jim Briggs,
Mark Feldman and everybody
in the second game played great
for Rolla. We just want you to
know tha t there are a bunch of
guys bustin' their buns to make
Rolla a little more significant
(heaven forbid) in the world.
We play
the
Falcons
Homecoming Party weekend
and I know that every man;
woman and child and a few
others will come out

4-0
4-1
3-2
3-2
3-3

Stag
when you want to chase
a beer with a beer.

Norm Deleo
Distributing Co.

Cuba, Missouri
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wa ter po lo tea m loses

The waterpolo team was in
action twice this past weekend,
losing both times by the identical scores of 13-9. The team
played real well against a tough
SIU-Carbondale team, but SIU
combined excellent execution
and superior swimming ability
to defeat the Miners. The UMR
continge nt improve d im mensely from their previous
outing , playing good defense,
mounting numerous offensive
threats, and having nobody foul
out.
Paul Vetter led the way with
three goals, Larry Molina
added two, Bill Orr two , Bill
Kroeger one and Jim Entwistle
one .

The Miners then travelleo to
Cape Girardea u on Saturday to
take on the Indians, a team they
have never beaten. UMR won
the toss and chose to defend the
deep end, the more difficult end
to defend. After the first quarter
the score was tied, 1-1, giving
the Miners cause to be optimistic. Then when they had
the advantag e in the second
quarter, they lost their cool,
played poor defense and found
themselves trailing at half, 6-4.
The second half got worse, as
Cape began to outswim the
Miners, something that usually
doesn 't happen to Coach
Pease's team . One must give
Cape credit as they played well ,

classified ads

but it must also be added that
the Miners got rattled. In the
locker room after the game,
The M ISSOU RIM I N E R is now selling classifie d ads to
Coach Pease gave one comment
the UMR Student s and Faculty. The ads can include
to the press : " I know we can
such things as things to sell, homes for rent, rides
beat Ca pe if we just play steady
needed, riders needed , roomma tes wanted, etc. Ads
polo for all four quarters ."
may be purchas ed from 1 :00-3:00 any weekday afThe same people scored in
ternoon at the Miner Office in T -1. The cost will be
this game for the Miners.
$1.00 per week.
Entwistle got four , Molina two,
and Vetter, Kroeger and Orr
Get it to the MINER and we'll get it to the UMR
one each. Benjy Landesman
students !
came back to haunt the Miners
again, tallying four goals for
SEMO.
WANTED TO BUY : Ten speed MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE _
The Miners come home for
bicycle, magneti c cartridg e 1972 CB350 Honda in excellent
the first time this weekend to
turntable . 364-4006.
condition, $650.00. Call 364-9769
host the Mules of Central
and ask for Bruce.
Missouri State University. The
WANTED: Several goodgame begins at 11:00 A.M.
looking girls as dates for party WANTED _ A good used foldweekend. Call Teresa 341-4918. out couch. Call 364-9885 and ask
for Dennis .

This Weeks Football Forecast

Sponsored By
:lhGfI

Grellner Sales & Service Inc.
Rolla, Mo.

I-OKLAH OMA
2-0HIO STATE
3-MICHI GAN
4-ALABA MA

S-TEXAS TECH
7-FLORI OA
S-NOTR E DAME
9-AUBU RN

~NEBRASKA

II-WISCO NSIN
12-S0UT HERN CALIF.
13-MARY LANO
14-ARIZO NA STATE
IS-KANS AS

l~ARKANSAS

Saturday, Oct. 12-Maj or Colleges
Air Force
Alabama
Appalachia n
Arizona
Arkansas
Auburn
Boston College
California
Dartm outh
Duke
Ea st Carol ina
Florida
Harvard
Holy Cross

21
40
17
31
27
22
30
24
20
30
21
21

38

Iowa State

Iowa
Kansas

Kent Sta te
Lehi gh
Lon g Beach
L.S.U .
Louisville
Marshall
Maryland
Memph is State
* * Miami, Fla .
M iami (Ohio)
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississipp i state
Mississipp i
Nebraska
New Mexico state
New Mex ico
North Ca roli na State
North Carolina
Northern Iowa
Notre Dame
Ohio State
Oklahoma
Penn State
Penn sylvania
Purdue
Ri c hmond
San Diego state
South Carolina
Southern Cal

23
24
20
27
26
20
27
22
23
27

33
25
42
28
34

29
31
22

35
23
28
24
28
25
24
31
34
34

24
17
21
33
24
21
27
Miss issi ppi 28
Syra c use
28
Tampa
20
Temple
31
Texas Tech
24
Tulsa
28
U.C.L.A.
28
Utah State
23
V.M. 1.
21
Washingto n
27
Wes t Texa s
14
West Virginia
20
Western Ken tucky
42
Western Michigan
21
Wofford
25
Wyo mi ng
21
Yale
20

~:Ui~ern

Other Games Abilene Christian
Arka nsas Tech
Carso n-N ewman
Catawba
Chattanoog a
Ea ste rn Kentucky
El on
Em ory & He n ry
Georgetow n
Glenville
Hampden -Sydney
Hende rso n
Howard
Howard Payne
Jackson State
Livi ngston
louisiana Tech
McNeese
Millsaps
Morehea d
Murray
NW L:ouisiana
Ouachita
Presby terian
Randolph- Macon
Southwest Texas
Southwest ern, Tenn.
Tenn essee State

Tulane
Florida State
lenoir-Rhy ne
Utah
Baylor
Ken t ucky
William & Mary
Oregon
Princet o n
Army
Furman
Vanderbilt
Columbia
Colgate
Colorad o
North west e rn
Kansas State
Bow li ng Green
Rutgers
Fullerton
Tennessee
North Texas
Northe rn Illinois
Clemson
Cincinnati
Pacific
Ohio U
Michigan State
Ind iana
lamar '
Georgia
Missouri
U.T.E.P.
San Jose State
Vi rginia
Georgia Tech
Drake
Ri ce
Wisconsin
Texa s
Wake Forest
Cornell
Illinois
Ball State
Fres no State
V.P.1.
Washin gton State
T .C.U .
Arlingto n
Navy
Villanova
So uthern Ill inois
Tex as A & M
Wic hita
Stanford
Colorado State
The Citadel
Oregon State
Idaho
Pittsburgh
Dayton
Tol edo
Da vi d son
Bri gh am Young
Brown

17

o
7

13
7
10

o

14
16
10
7
10
7
7
17
14

15
20
10
23
17
6
22
14
20
12
6
10
20
6
20

6
9

24
6
17
21
.8
24
7

o

22

15

16
6
13
3
20
14
23
6
6
14

8

17
22
14
21
7
17
12
20
14

13
8

South and Southwest
25

24
22
27
23
20
35
17
23
30
24
41
31
24
30
21
34
28
27
24
21
17
15
21
20
20
17
26

S F Austin
Missouri Southe rn
Newberry
Guilford
Milwaukee
Middle Ten nessee
Blu efie ld
Con cord
Gardne r-Webb
West Va. Wesleyan
Was h ington & l ee
la ne
Delaware State
Sui Ross
Bishop
Mississipp i College
SW louisiana
Eastern Michigan
Principia
Austin Peay
Martin
Nicholls
Hard ing
Mars Hill
M'aryville
Tarl eton
Rose-Hulm an
Gram b l i ng

Texas A & I
Trinity
Troy
Western Carolina

20
12
13
15
14
15
0
13
21
7
6
0
6
16
0
10
0
13
7
22
8
8
14
14
15
9
14
24

East Tex as
McMurry
S-E lou isiana
North Ala bama

20
28
17
21
24
31
21
32
60
42
27
33
24
28
22

17
21
27

20

40
43
17
23
42
21
28
15

Other Games -

20
15
21
42
22
24
28
21
21
14
22
29
28
35
33
27
30
21
31
17
22
31

SW Oklah oma
Tennessee Tec h
Texas lutheran
Washingto n U
Western Ill inois
William Jewell
Wittenbe rg

23
28
41
17
27
27
24

~~ ~ii;~6~~ii

20
24
25
20
35

17

~~

economist to train governme nt specialists

MALAYSI A two economist s 10 leach al Ins!. of
Technolog y
.
PHILIPPI NES five economist s for regional c,lies
dev elop'm ent
I
•
SWAZILA ND - two economisl s for agricultur e prolect
Other assignmen ts available contact a Peace Corps
representa tive on campus sign up for interview in
Placem ent.
MONDAY , TUESDAY , WEDNES DAY
OCTOBE R 21,22 , 23
UNION and PLACEME NT OFFICE

14
13
20

10

East

Grove City
Bowdoin
Wagne r
Gettysburg
Edinb oro
Brockport
Connec tic ut
Upsa la
Swarthmo re
Hamilton
Wes tmin ste r
Springfield
Hofstra
Bo ston U
Mansfield
Centra l Connecticu t
l eba non Valley
Mai ne
Am er ica n Int ' l
Tu fts
Californ ia State
Weste rn Connecticu t
R.P.1.
Rhode Island
B loom sb urg
Mo ra v ian
Middlebur y
Bates

25

30

de~~~~p~e;~e

2~U . C . L.A .

Other Games -

Akro n
Ashland
Baldwin-W allace
Cameron
Capital
Central Methodist
Central Michigan
Central Okla homa
Concordia, Nebraska
Defiance
Delta State
Denison
DePauw
East Central Okla
Evan svi ll e
Ferris
Franklin
Ill inois State
Jo hn Carroll
Ken yo n
Missou ri Valley
Missouri West ern
Monmouth
" Nebraska Wes leya n
North Dako ta Sta t e
North Dakota
N E Missouri
NW Missouri
Northern Co lo rado

tfFf:

IS-TEXA S
17-0KLA HOMA STATE
IS-TEXA S A & M
19-PENN STATE

25
21
23
28

All egheny
Amherst
Bridgeport
Bucknell
Clarion
Cortland
De lawa re
Delaware Valley
Franklin & Marshall
Hobart
Indiana U
Ithaca
La faye tte
Ma ssachusett s
Millersville
Montclair
Muhlenber g
New Hamps hire
Northeaste rn
N{)rwich
Slippery Rock
South e rn Connecticu t
Trinity
Vermont
West Che ste r
Western Maryland
Wi lliams
Wo rcester Tec h

ECONOM ICS GRADUAT ES
Your skills are needed in Peace Corps in 1975 .. .
BRAZll - two macro-eco nomists toteach - do research
COSTA RICA - one economis tfor nalional parks projecl
DOMINIC AN REPUBLI C 5 economist s for co·op

14

6
6 .
8
23
0
7

6
0
12
14

10
7
14

7
13
15
14
22

15
0
6
7
20
0

17

10
6

Midwes t

Northern Mich iga n
7·
No rthwood
10
Muskin g um
14
Eastern New Mexico 20
Ohio Northern
17
Baker
6
Indiana State
7
NW Oklahoma
16
Ha stin gs
14
W ilmin gton
13
Ea stern Illinoi s
6
Ohio Wes le ya n
20
Butt e r
23
SE Okla homa
20
St. Joseph's
6
Omaha
20
Indiana Central
13
Arkansas State
21
Was h 'ton & Jeff'son 7
Case Re serve
10
Ottawa
o
Iowa Wes leya n
7
Ripo n
17
Dana
6
Augustana , S.D.
15
South Dakota State 12
Wayne, Mich.
16
Lincoln
14
Fort Hays
13
17
Mi ssouri
14
NE Oklahoma
17
Yo un gstown
24
Valparaiso
o
Wabash
6
Mankato
22
Tark io
12
Hillsdale
7

Other Games -

wh en you wa nt
to cha se a bee r .
wit h a beer.

~~~~ral

Far West

Adams St ate
Colorado Mines
33
6
Boise State
Idaho State
38
12
Ca l . lutheran
Occidenta l
27
0
Cal Poly (S.L.O.)
Cal pol y (Pomona)
23
13
Central Washingto n 18
Western Washingto n
7
Colorado College
Redlands
28
13
Davis
Ch ico State
28
6
Ha yward
Humbold
24
t
20
lewis & Clark
Whitman
20
17
Linfield
Pa cific
27
0
u los Angeles
32
San Die go U
7
Montana
Northern Arizona
26
24
Nevada ( Reno)
Northridge
28
7
Oregon Tech
Eastern Washingto n 13
17
Pa cific lutheran
Whitworth
29
12
Puget Sound
Sacrament o
23
20
San Fran cisco State 22
Oregon College
12
Santa Clara
Portland State
26
17
Simon Fraser
Riverside
22
21
Southern Oregon
Ea stern Oregon
21
14
(UFriday games)

ACR OSS
1 Wi ldflow er
5 Sweer potato
8 Explodes
12 Wi ld flower
13 Girl' s name
14 Way o ut
15 Admiral in
To ulon
17 Science w h ich
con cerns
w ildflowers
19 Ship used
by co rsai rs
20 Unwind
2 1 Egyptian
goddess of
fe rtilit y
23 Fields (lat.)
24 Vapor
26 Play
28 Total
31 NI!IN l atin
(ab .)
32 Fo lI OVW' c lose
behi nd (cal l. )
33 Symbol:
nickel
34 City in
Southern
Germany
36 Wi ldflowe r
38 That at a
distance (dial.)
39 A door is not
a door when it
is .. ··
4 1 Things known
or assumed
43 A month
45 Magna -•..
48 Of a sickly pale·
yellow
complexion
50 British
countIes
51 Intrigue
52 Fore' s
counterpart
54
tange,e : skin
dIsease
55 Trespasses
56 Parched
57 Pitcher

DOWN

1 Wi ldflower
2 Used in
making
mortar
3 Excuses
4 Whirls
5 Actor
Brynner
6 Article
7 Q ueen of
the fairies
8 A certain
principle
9 Wi ldflower
10 Fabric made
fr o m pinea ppl e
leaves
11 Ri ver e ncircling
the lower
world (myth . )
16 Counterpart
of alkali
18 Riotous
m errymaking
22 Dir ty o ld man
23 Chi lly
24 Wildebeest
25 " ... in the
Famil y"

27 Careless
29 "', d os, tres
30 Andy Gump's
wife
35 Actor Branda
36 --.. Alto
37 Ever y
38 Wi ldf lower
40 Rejects a
suitor
42 French critic
and h istorian ,
182 8 ·1893
43 Vipers
44 Re ligious
language of
Buddh ism
46 Combining
fo rm : far

.

47 District of
Saudi Ara b ia
49 Roll of
pa per money
(coiL)
50 Inflamation
of the eyelid
53 Fat h er (ab.)

r.---r:,..-,..-.....-
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HI·FI SPEAKERS:
A Matter of Personal Taste?
Face it, your speakers decide just how good your entire system is going to
sound. A lot of speaker selection is personal taste, yet the goal of a speaker
system is to sound real, not like a 'speaker'! A lot of people agree that the
new SCOTT speaker line sounds just about as real as you can get without
inviting the band into your room. Stop by MID·STATE AUDIO and audition the
line of SCOTT 'mini-bands'! You may find you can take home your favorite
group for a lot less that than you thought!
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5-42: 8 In. Woofer, 1 In. Dome
Tweeter. Retail: $159.90 pair
MSA $135.00 pair

5-10: 10 In. Woofer, 3 1/2 In.
Tweeter Retail: $199.90 pair

MSA $165.00 pair
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5-52 {Rock Speaker}: 10 In. Woofer,
11/2 In. Tweeter Retail: $229.90 pair

5-11 D: lOin. Woofer, 1 In. Tweeter,
41/2 In. Mid. Retail: $299.90 pair

MSA $200.00 pair

sf

MSA $218.00 pair

Stop by and check out MID·STATE AUDIO'S prices on GARRARD, DUAL, and
PHILIPS turntables and WOllENSAK tape equipment!
Example: GARRARD Zero-l OOc
With woodtone base and dust c?ver.
list $236.85

MSA
PRICE

$1 55

plustax

MID-STATE AUDIO
Hwy. 72 and Southbrook

341-2730

11 :00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Daily
9:00 a .m. to 4:00 p.m. Saturday .
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